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To many, the idea of owning a tattoo is an
intriguing one. After all, it is a piece of art
work distinguishing a person from the rest of
the herd. It is a way of expressing personal
beliefs, uniqueness, emotions or rebellion.
Unfortunately for some, peer pressure and
impulsive actions lead to a lifetime of regret.
Tattoo artist Matthew Zabas, of Leucadia's
Beachin' Tattoo, expresses his concerns,
"people impulsively walk into the shop ex
pecting to leave with a new tattoo," he says.
When I am too busy with appointments, they
leave to find some dirty place where they'll
only find trouble."
According to Zabas, before a person makes
any sort of rash decision, they need to follow
a certain procedure. It is important to be
skeptical when entering any tattoo shop. One
should be aware of the feeling they get from
the artists, the cleanliness, and the profes
sionalism.
"I can't tell you how many people come in
with poor tattoos and want me to cover them
[with another tattoo]," Zabas says as he shakes
his head. "I've had customers completely
miserable because they thought they were
getting a bargain by going to a cheap shop or
having a friend do it. People don't realize that
it might cost double the bargain price to have
a professional clean up the mess."
Displayed upon a wall in Beachin' Tattoo
shine two plaques that read: "Good tattoos
are not cheap and cheap tattoos are not Good,"
and "The bitterness of poor quality long
outlasts the sweetness of a low price." Zabas
and the other tattooists in the shop pride
themselves on the logos.
Twenty-two-year-old Jennifer Olsenslager
could not agree more. Her tattoo horror story
occurred at age 15. Because a person cannot
be legally tattooed until age 18, Jennifer was
forced to go elsewhere. "My boyfriend tat
tooed a giant panther on my leg," she re
called, while measuring its length from her
knee to the top of her left thigh.
When asked what advice she would give to
someone contemplating the idea of getting a
tattoo, Jennifer said, "Research; look care
fully at the artist's work and don't be in a
hurry."
On that note she adds, "My first tatt [tattoo]
was free and I got what I paid for." Jennifer
is presently saving money-to have the snarl
ing panther removed with a series of expen
sive treatments.
Neil Kotter Jr. age 19, is an apprentice to
his father, a well-known and respected tattoo
artist. Neil Jr. proudly displays three of his
father's designs as he prophesizes his future.
He plans to learn all that he can while work
ing for his father and eventually opens his
own shop.
Both Neil Jr. and Neil Sr. advise potential

clients to think long and hard about the tattoo
they want. They agree that a tattoo is a piece
of work to be proud of and to be shown. Neil
Jr. says, "Don't just jump into it. It's [the
tattoo] gonna' be on you for the rest of your life."
Hair stylist and dancer Sabrina Fox de
scribes a tattoo as " a trait you will always be
recognized for having." Faces are difficult to
remember, but tattoos are easily recognizable.
Sabrina admits that her tattoo philosophy
may sound a little morbid, but says, "if there
were a thousand naked dead bodies on the
beach, mind would stand-out because of my

tattoo."
Sabrina may have touched upon a common
belief among many ancient cultures. Ac
cording to an article in Flash Tattoo maga
zine, "Some Native American nations be
lieve that tattoos are an essential identifying
mark." Without one, those spirits who enter
the realm of death will be forced to forever
roam the shadow lands alone, since their
friends and family wouldn't be able to recog
nize them.
Flash Tattoo magazine offers advice to
those who want a tattoo, but have no idea of

what it should be. "Get a tattoo with deep
meaning and power,something that will honor
your past and shape your future."
USD junior Leonard Pimentel would tell
you something similar. For two years he held
onto a design he knew he wanted tatttooed,
but he waited until he was absolutely posi
tive. Now he proudly wears a tribal arm band
"portraying his interpretation of love."
Leornard believes, "the body is fine the way
it is, but you can make it more beautiful."

see TATTOO on page 12
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NATIONAL NEWS

STATE NEWS

CAMPUS NEWS

Syracuse, N.Y. Syracuse law students
have decided to withdraw their invitation to
have U.S. Sen. Alfonse D'Amato address the
class at the May 21 graduation ceremony.
The students voted 106-94 to give the senator
from New York the hook after hearing his use
of a fakeJapanese accent when imitating OJ.
Simpson trial Judge Lance Ito on a nationally
syndicated radio show.
D'Amalo's imitation, which took place on
New York radio host Don Imus' show, was
replayed throughout the country by various news
stations,and resulted inanapology forthe incident
horn D'Amato on the senate floor.
D'Amato, who graduated horn Syracuse's law
school in 1961, agreed to withdraw as a speaker.
"I am deeply disappointed thatIwill not be able
to address the class, especially since my son
Christopher is one of the graduates,' D'Amato
said ina released statement''Iaccept the students'
decision and harbor no ill feelings even though
they were unwilling to forgive me.

Los Angeles — A judge handeling a
feud over the estate of rap star Easy-E
appointed a former record company ex
ecutive to run the troubled record label
of the artist who died of AIDS complica
tions.
Ernie Singleton, a longtime figure in
the black music industry, will handle
day to day operations until the Superior
Court Judge Robert Letteau can settle
the dispute that padlocked the surburban
Woodland Hills office of Ruthless
Records last month.
Singleton is the former president of
the black music division at MCA
Records.
At least a dozen lawyers crowded the
judge's chambers yesterday to discuss
business plans for Ruthless, which rep
resents the bulk of the rapper's estate
and whose ownership is at the heart of
the legal squabble.

The USDV7S7A staff recently won an impressivesix awards at the San DiegoPressClub
Foundation's 1995 Collegiate Journalism
Awards luncheon.
Tanya Rodrigues led the VISTA winners
with a second place award for best news story
for her recent article, "Fired Prof Burns USD
Law School," and a second in feature stories,
"Manchester Teaches Inclusion."
James Fincte won first place in the opinion
story category for his piece, "Betrayal," which
dealt with the recent lawsuit against USD.
Tim Lynch, VISTA sports editor, and Rolla
Rich, the news editor, took first and second,
respectively, in the sports features category.
Lynch won for his surfing story, "Rebirth of
Cool." Rich won with "Gwynn Shines As All
Star" about Tony Gwynn's success in the 1994
All Star Game.
The sixth award went to the VISTA for third
place in the general excellence category.
The VISTA also won second place from the
Associated Collegiate Press for Newspaper of
the Year for a four-year, non-daily tabloid at
the National College Newspaper Convention.
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The VISTA is located in the lower
level of the Hahn University Center,
in the Publication's Office (Rm. 114
B). Staff meetings are held every
Tuesday at Noon in the office and
all are welcome. Copy, press
releases and letters to the Editor are
due Noon, the Friday prior to the
following publication. To reach an
editor (use the 260 prefix if calling
from off campus), call x8754
(Opinion), x4584(Outlook) or x4409
(News). Or leave a message at
x4584 Questions regarding advertis
ing should be refered to Tina Crowle
at x4714.
The VISTA is published Thursdays during
the school year, breaks excepted. It is written
and edited by USD students and funded by
revenues they generate Advertising material
published is for informational purposes only
and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of
such commercial ventures by the staff or the
University.
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The Princeton
Review's
students score
179 points above
the national

average.

Any questions?
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University
or the Educational Testing Service. The Princeton Review's
and Kaplan's scores are based upon separate Deloitte and
Touche and Price Waterhouse studies. National averages are
courtesy of ETS.

The Princeton Review's students' average

1769. Kaplan's students' average final score:
1637. National average score: 1590, For test prep that doesn' l

final score:

suck, give us a call.

The Princeton Review is the
nation's fastest growing
GRE preparation course.
And for good reason.
Our classes never exceed 15
students per instructor, so
you are guaranteed plenty of
personal attention. Further,
we group each class by
shared test-taking strengths
and weaknesses, so the class
will move at a pace right for
you. If you don't
understand a concept, our
teachers will work with you
until you do. And four real
GRE's given under actual
test-taking conditions will
help you get ready for the
real thing.
Look at our students'
average final test scores, and
you'll see how we measure
up against the competition.
It's no surprise that a recent
study conducted by a Big Six
accounting firm found our
GRE students' average score
improvements to be 210
points.
Call us if you'd like your
score to soar.

#

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(800) 2-REVIEW
iiil9@iteview.com
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N E W S
1994-95 USD
PARKING
CITATIONS
Total citations.
No permits
Outside assigned areas
Fire lane violations
Handicapped spaces
Handicapped 3-foot zone
Reserved
Visitor violations
Faculty-staff reserved
Expired meter
Exceeding time limits
Red curb
Hydrant
Car in motorcycle zone
Motorcycle out of zone
Undesignated
Fraudulent use of permits
Stolen permits possession

7863
2235
1451
370
21
45
988
271
1756
393
258
47
10
22
25
279
55
12

Some citations have multiple violations
per ticket.

-see page 3

They Added Up
The USD Math Awareness
Week Contest was a great
success this year with a
total of 32 entrants. Of that,
31 qualified for the drawing
and there were 16 prize
winners.
-see page 7

The Ihition
Increase
USD tuition has been
increased by 4.5 percent for
the 1995-96 school year.
-see page 6

COLLEGE LIFE
Diversity in London
While most reports of study
abroad programs
emphasize the details of my
foreign travel or sight
seeing adventure's, my
experience in London
would not have been the
same without the
surprisinginly diverse
educational setting which I
was exposed to.
-see page 14

News•3

The low-down on parking
Rolla Rich
News Editor
It's just a few minutes before a critical
basketball game. A couple cars are circling
the lots by the USD Gym. There are no
parking spaces, and the drivers are disabled.
Even the Handicapped spaces are filled, but
tonight with USD Police vehicles. Usually it
is some other vehicle.
The officers have dropped by to see what's
going on and to chat a few minutes. The USD
disabled visitor verbally filed a complaint
with one of the officers, but, it has happened
before, and it will again.
How bad is the abuse of parking in handi
capped spaces, fire lanes, and no parking
zones at USD? It's real bad.
In just a few moments one Thursday, less
than 15 minutes, the Vista with one camera
was able to record 15 obvious violations. The
next week, in a five minute time period,
another half dozen were observed.
To resolve some of the questions we did
talk with Don Johnson, the director of public
safety for USD, and Gene Trebus, the park
ing services manager. The ASU president
did not respond to our notes left at his
office.
When we asked Mr. Johnson about the
police vehicles violating the handicapped
parking zones, his response was, "They bet
ter not be!" He made corrections to this on the
spot.
The Vista could not verify from USD dis
abled alumni whether Mr. Johnson had been
contacted about the.problem in the past, but
the San Diego Fire Department had been
called at least one time.
The fire trucks all have citation pads and
the firemen can write up vehicles on private
property for handicapped and fire lane viola
tions. These are the top two parking viola
tions cited at USD in terms of costs. The
tickets run $275. Members of the fire depart
ment are on campus every day running and
training, and they do write tickets.
"We do issue the same fines as the City of
San Diego," Johnson said. "In fact, the City

Frank Holcomb of parking services places a ticker on a
vehicle parked in a red zone
of San Diego police department is now writ
ing on private property. The Fire Department
enforces for fire lane violations and hydrants
and they can go onto private property. The
Police Department usually only writes up
two violations, for handicapped zones and on
the west hill. The meter maids will write up
cars that don't have their wheels cramped
into the curb in a heart beat."
Johnson also noted that students who are
injured can easily get a temporary handi
capped parking pass from the USD Public
Safety office. "We do issue temporary handi
capped parking passes for students for our
campus only. It has to be something legiti
mate. It is usually student athletes like in
soccer, rugby, football, lacrosse and roller
hockey who get these passes when they are in
leg casts. The maximum time is for 30 days.
Usually, they are better before then. We ex
plain explicitly that the use of our passes off
campus is improper. If they get a ticket it

won't work."
Gene Trebus, the parking services man
ager, said that USD tickets go through the
ASU traffic court if they are appealed. "About
10 percent are appealed. The majority of
tickets which have been written are for handi
capped access ramps rather than for actual
space violations. We're running way behind
right now. I am still putting tickets for March
into the computer. But, starting this fall, we
will have computerized ticket writers. The
majority of citations are for no USD permits,
and these go to visitors. We have about
28,000 records and record 100 different
violations.
"This year there have been about 30 handi
capped violations. Some of this is game play
ing. One student in the dorms was parking in
a handicapped zone and he did not have a

see PARKING on page 9

USD alumni sponsors marketing project
Rolla Rich
News Editor

For the second time in as many years, Sam
Marasco, Jr., Chief Executive Officer of
LandGrant Development, has sponsored a
"real world" marketing research project at
USD. Returning to his alma mater, the law
school alum has given USD students, past
and present, an opportunity to use their
problem-solving talents in a co-ordinated
practical business effort.
Utilizing their professional communica
tion skills and co-ordinated teamwork, USD
business school alumni, graduate students,
and undergraduate student members of Al
pha Kappa Psi tackled a real problem for
LandGrant. Marasco and his partner, Ron
Hahn, needed critical financial information
in order to advise their other partners on some
investments.
The project involved determining what
service facilities customers desired. The ques
tions were, should their mall be renovated to
include a larger movie theater or completely
redesigned to incorporate a restaurant con
cept like Hometown Buffet?
The research team had specifically as
signed functions with rigid deadlines to com
plete their tasks. Dr. John Ronchetto was the
faculty advisor. Alumna Robin Murphy co
ordinated the efforts of the alumni and gradu
ate students. Mike Campbell, Safie Taheri,
Pat Costello, Jennifer Reighley, and Miguel
Patterson managed the undergraduates' efforts.

USD alumni Sam Marasco (right) presents a check to the
business school. Accepting the check is the Dean of the
Business School, Dr. James Burns
Members of USD's Iota Tau's (AKPsi)
pledge class used their marketing techniques
to gather the needed customer information.
Under the direction of Jason Wimp of the
development office, student teams used tele
phone banks to conduct surveys. The stud
ents also conducted personal interviews of
customers at the mall. Retailers were con
tacted for their suggestions and all the data
was then sorted, compiled, evaluated and
recommendations made.

"It was a good opportunity for students and
the company to interact in a real business
situation. We learned a lot and gained valu
able skills in telemarketing and other aspects
of project development,'' said MikeCampbell, the
AKPsi president."It's a lot better than a car wash.
This was a very constructive learning project."
Sam Marasco has indicated that this type

see MARKETING on page 10
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Please submit your announcement to VISTA, located downstairs in the University Center, by Friday at 5 p.m.

Eurobus Eurobus — the first serious
competition to the Eurorailpass in
Europe — begins this month as buses
pull out of Amsterdam on route
connecting 19 major European cities.
The network operates on a pass system
similar to the Eurorailpass that allows
travelers to hop on or off the route for
periods up to three months. Travelers
age 26 and under can purchase an
unlimited two-month Eurobus pass for
$250, or a three-month Eurobus pass
for $325. For more information about
the Eurobus in the U.S. call Eurotrips at
(800)517-7778.
Sierra Club The Sierra Club has
personally invited you to a weekend
that may influence the rest of your life.
The Nature Knowledge Workshop
combines education and appreciation
for our precious natural resources with
a sharing and a building of new
friendships. This annual event will be
held at the Sierra Club's scenic Foster
Lodge on Mt. Laguna. on Friday, June
2 through 4 or June 9 through 11. The
cost is $75 for members and $85 for
non members, for more information

contact Lee at (619) 453-9487.
Party "The Perfect Party" is coming! On
Thursday, May 11, join us in the UC
103AB at 11:15 a.m. to hear information
on how to throe the perfect party, and at
11:45 a.m. we will show you how to throw
the perfect party. This is a surprise event
put on by the USD Impaired Driving
Initiative and we would like to keep tHe
information a secret until the event with
hopes in attracting a larger crowd.
Skin Cancer Screenings Free skin
cancer screenings will be held throughout
the month of May by La Jolla dermatolo
gist Alex Peterson, M.D., This is to
coincide with the American Academy of
Dermatology's national melanoma/ skin
cancer detection and prevention month.
Screenings are part of a national campaign
to encourage early detection and teach
prevention of skin cancer, the most
common form of cancer in this country. Dr.
Peterson's office is located at 8950 Villa
La Jolla Drive, Suite 1121. For more
information call (619) 552-8842.
Art Exhibition In a tribute to President
Hughes, a series of drawings of the Alcala

Take the
LSAT.in June.
Start Law School
inAugust.

Park campus by renowned British land
scape artist Leslie C. Benson, will go on
display in Founders Gallery weekday
afternoons from April 26 through June 21.
The series of more than 30 pastel drawings
features brilliant, colorful and often
unexpected views of the University's
buildings and walkways.

expanding your network of contacts, a
successful IEL internship can help you
project more confidently in job inter
views. Can you afford not to invest
in your future? For more informa
tion contact the Institute for Expe
riential Learning at (800) IEL0770.

Attention All Seniors Is there life after
graduation? Would you like to talk about
the transition you are experiencing? The
USD Counseling Center is offering a onemeeting workshop to assist with the
difficulties you are facing regarding your
future, relationships and stress. Space is
limited, so call the Counseling Center
today at ext. 4655, or stop by Serra 303 and
ask for Bryan or Jennie. The workshops
will be held on Fridays, April 21 and 28,
and May 5, at 12 noon. Call now!

This is the time to sign up for an
internship during the fall semester. Earn
credits, gain experience and enhance
your resume by participating as an
intern for a locally based business.
Undergraduates should check the
bulletin board next to Olin 116.
Graduates should check the bulletin
board next to Olin 120. For more
information contact Kevin Ronchetto at
689-1516.

Internships Take charge of your
professional future. Make yourself more
competitive by having real experience on
your resume. The Institute for Experiential
Learning (IEL) is an exciting internship
opportunity in Washington, D.C. In
addition to enhancing your resume and

Peer Counseling Need someone with
whom to talk? Campus Connections
offers peer counseling hours. Call
during the day between 9 a.m. and 11
p.m. on Mondays or 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Sundays.
The numbers are Exts. 2211 and 2212.
We are here to help!

great scores

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY
School of Law

Students who successfully
complete the LSAT in June can be
part of the inaugural class of the
Chapman University School of Law.
Applications will be accepted
until August 12.
The School of Law is
committed to achieving early ABA
approval and to providing personal,
student-oriented education
for the honorable

great skills...
(800) KAP-TEST
get a

her score

profession of the law.

For more information,
call the School of Law (714) 744-7648.
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No federal student aid
at Hillsdale College
Rolla Rich
News Editor

Cyberspace is filled with the rhetoric of
financial aid being lost to college students.
However, as shown in part 1, the changes are
designed to eliminate waste, reduce interest
costs to students, and to eliminate students
who borrow up to the hilt to obtain loans for
non-educational purchases at below-market
rates.
The changes also challenge colleges which
abuse students by allowing too many defaults
and then raise their tuition costs.
Dr. George Roche, President of Hillsdale
College in Michigan, is the author of "The
Fall of the Ivory Tower," the Washington
Times Insight Magazine's 1994 book of the
year. Roche vehemently disagrees with the
San Diego-area college presidents. Roche
also spoke in San Diego and concluded, "Giv
ing colleges money doesn't help at all."
According to Roche, colleges are today in
their worst predicament financially since the
Great Depression. The colleges haveaccepted
public money and it has become an opiate for
corrupting academia and left the colleges
virtually unable to support themselves. This
has resulted in poor management techniques
which would bankrupt businesses having to
operate in the free market economy. The
bottom line is that those colleges now squawk
ing about the loss of federal funds are the ones
with the worst administrators.
Roche notes that this scenario has encour
ages sloth at the colleges feeding at the public
trough. "Subsidies helped create this crisis,"

he said, "because they have shielded colleges
and universities from the normal forces of the
market place."
Hillsdale College accepts no students on
federal aid of any kind. Yet their student body
has representatives from 44 states. If the
college wants the student and the prospective
student needs money, the college itself gets
the funds necessary for the student to attend.
Hillsdale's record isexemplary, and virtually
unmatched in. the world.
Roche notes that Hillsdale, by not accept
ing public funds including financial aid, is
able to be "a traditional liberal arts college
that offers a genuine alternative," and further
it "is free to be what it wants to be."
Moreover, Hillsdale's other achievements
are astounding. The job placement rate of
Hillsdale graduates is in the high 90s% per
cent. Professors take pay cuts to teach at
Hillsdale. There are literally hundreds of ap
plicants each year.
- Furthermore, Hillsdale has no trouble get
ting donative money for capital improve
ments. They have a current goal of $200
million for renovative improvements and are
at $175 million, far ahead of their schedule.
This puts Hillsdale at the same scale as
New York University which just raised $1
billion in ten years according to the New
York Times of March 22, 1995, in an article
subtitled "Buying Excellence." NYU needed
the funds to make "our degrees worth more."
However, they didn't help their students.
Additionally, the Hillsdale Chargers are
one of the top NCAA Division II football'
teams. Chester Marcol, place kicker for the
Green Bay Packers, attended Hillsdale.

May 3
A vehicle was vandalized in the
Sports Center parking lot.

May 8
A student was confronted after
shoplifting in the bookstore.

May 4
An altercation between two
students in the Alcala Vista
parking lot was resolved by Public
Safety.

A non-student who had returned
the same book twice for a refund
was confronted on the third time
and left the store.

"Hillsdale attracts top athletes as well as
scholars," noted Joe Naiman, a San Diego
Catholic educational analyst.
"They also take a lot of home school stu
dents," Naiman continued. "But, they
(Hillsdale) concentrate on education rather
than indoctrination like we see with the local
colleges. They are one of the few legitimate
Liberal Arts colleges in the nation. They
don't give out condom kits and they do re
quire students to read, like all the classics.
Hillsdale was also one of the first schools to
accept women and blacks and they still don't
have any useless multicultural programs.
Their monthly newsletter is the largest jour
nal of opinion in the world with nearly 600,000
subscribers and it's growing all the time."
Naiman observed, "Bishop Robb told me
the average Catholic gives 1 percent of in
come to the church. If that was raised to 3

percent, the Catholics could offer free educa
tion to all their people across the board with
out any federal loans.
"Catholic and Christian single income par
ents are among those hardest hit by the taxes
on middle-income families. These are the
traditional families who oftentimes have
mothers at home caring for children and
bringing harmony to the home and society.
"There is a place for charity, but not at the
expense of the family. Author Hughes needs
to re-examine his position in light of the real
facts. He doesn't need to listen to some liberal
Congressman who doesn't know what he's
talking about. Hughes needs to talk to a
middle-income Catholic wage earner with
three kids he wants to put through college."

see HILLSDALE on page 8

Lambda Chi Alpha

WHO SAYS YOUR DEGREE
WONT OPEN ANY DOORS?
The Acura Integra Graduate Program At Mossy Acura
TpR-fore you get too depressed about what your college diploma is really
worth, check out this offer. Mossy Acura has a special deal for soon-to-be
graduates, or graduates who have been out of school less than a year.
With $0 or a low-down payment, you could drive

LOW

DOW N I'AYMKYI
•

away in a new 1995 Acura Integra Sports coupe

FLKXIBI.K PAYMENT

or Sports Sedan from Mossy Acura.

EASY TO QUALIFY

SCHEPl LK
•

And it's easy to qualify. Just call 1-800-ASK-MOSSY today.

MOSSY ACURA
2626 National City Blvd., National City Mile of Cars • (619) 474-1900
Offer valid 4 months prior to graduation and up to 1 year after graduation through American
Honda Finance Corporation Ihis offer does not apply to precious Acura purchases. I 'p to 6(t
equal monthly payments. Lease terms also acallable from 2 to 4 wars

Christian Davison
Eric Lugwig
Kevin Rodgers
Rob McGarry
Bryan Walsh
Michael Limtiaco
Mike Dunn
Chris Pierson
Todd Vandervort
Mark Connelly
Phillip Fong
Eric Karakis
Aaron Halby

Lloyd Jurado
Joey Vanore
Noah Stanley
Steve Kul
Jason Mendonsa
Dave Salisbury
Kurt Schleininger
Paul Tontz
Eric Vila
Ernie Amin
Robert Woods
Pino Ficara
Charlie Kennedy
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The Tuition Increase
Elizabeth Marie Himchak

Staff Writer
USD tuition has been increased by 4.5
percent for the 1995-96 school year. This
decision was made by the board of trustees
after the budget and tuition committees made
their recommendations at theend of a process
that started last September.
According to USD Vice-President of Fi
nance and Administration, Frederick Brooks,
after the tuition and budget was reviewed by
the committees, they gave two budgets to the
board. One showed the budget if a 5 percent
tuition increase was used, and the other
showed a 4.5 percent tuition increase budget.
The committees consisted of all the USD vice
presidents, the deans, most of the directors,
some faculty and staff members, and three
student representatives, one each from the
undergraduate, the graduate and the law
schools.
Brooks said that two public meetings were
held in December beforethe committees made
their recommendations to the board. He said
that at these meetings all the budget changes
from the previous year were disclosed and

budget implications for the next year were
discussed. He said that they asked those who
attended to give their comments. "However,
only five or six people came to the meetings,"
Brooks said.
Brooks said that there were two major
reasons for the increase. One was the in
crease in faculty and staff salaries and the
other was an increase in financial aid. Ac
cording to Brooks, the reason that faculty and
staff salaries were increased was so the school
could remain competitive. If the school does
not have competitive salaries it cannot keep
good professors and the education quality of
the school would decrease. USD has to have
the same basic salaries as other top schools.
When setting the amount of increase, dif
ferent factors were taken into account. They
included the tuition costs at otherschools and
what costs were needed to be added to the
budget. These included new programs, ini
tiatives, mandatory expenses (such as elec
tricity) and new demands - such as a need for
more financial aid. These reasons are why
the amount by which tuition increases changes
every year.
The reason the lower increase was chosen

Do Something
E X CI T I N G
This Summer...

Outward Bound.
•i •
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Leadership
Semester
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50 Days

-fV* fx*.

Mountaineer titj

July 7 - Aug. 21

Rock Climbing
Whitewater

- > Utah

78 Days
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Sept. 6 - Nov. 22
Sept. 10 - Nov. 26
(includes Canyonlands section)

CALL FOR CATALOG OF COURSES

1-800-477-2627

WE HAVE ALL YOUR GRADUATION NEEDS
Balloons • Decorations • Paper Goods • and more ...

was because USD was trying to keep costs
down. "At the time Congress did not talk
about the cuts yet," Brooks commented.
Brooks also said that tuition and housing
are looked at independently. "The housing
costs have not gone up as much as education
costs," Brooks said. He said that 98 percent
of all the money from students goes to tuition
or housing. All of the money is used for USD.
He said that when tuition has to be raised
financial aid is also raised in order to balance
the tuition increase.
"A portion of the tuition increase will go
the financial aid office to increase assistance
to USD student with demonstrated financial
need," said Judith Lewis Logue, director of
financial aid. She said that the money will go
to the scholarship and grant programs.
Most of the increase will go to financial
need-based scholarships. The merit based
scholarships will only increase a little be
cause they are not need based.
According to Lewis-Logue, Congress
wants to eliminate the subsidized federal
student loans. This means thatstudents would
have to pay the interest on their loans while
they are in school and during the six-month
period after they graduate. Over four years
this could cost each student about $2,000
more than they already have to pay.
Lewis-Logue also said that the "Campusbased" student aid programs are in jeopardy
as well. These include the Federal Supple
mental Educational Opportunity Grants, Pell
Grants, Federal Perkins Loans and Federal
Work-Study.
Lewis-Logue is advising students to con
tact their Congress members to tell them how

important federal student aid is. She said that
they can call, write, or e-mail a message to
Congress. Students have been sent informa
tion about this, and, if they have any ques
tions they can contact the Office of Financial
Aid.
Students seem to be unhappy about the
tuition increase. "I think that it's unfair," said
Kortni Kleinman, a junior. "We pay so much
money, but the benefits aren't that great. I
have friends who go to schools that are pay
ing the same as us here, but they get so many
more benefits."
"Don'11 pay enough already," asked sopho
more Annick Gillot. "What are they going to
use the money for — to hire more garden
ers?"
Students said that they approve of student
input concerning tuition increases.Kleinman
said that he is in favor of student input be
cause he wants to know where the tuition
money is going.
"We're the ones who are paying," Gillot
said. "The professors and school officials
will say to increase because they're the ones
to benefit."
There are mixed feelings on part of the
increased tuition money going to financial
aid. "It's justifiable," Kleinman said. "But
where is the rest going?"
However, Gillot is against it. "It's unfair to
make those with money to pay for those who
don't," she said.
"If financial aid is cut by the government,"
Kleinman commented, "they should not raise
tuition."

see TUITION on page 9

Earn up to 15 units this summer!

SDSU'S

Summer
Sessions
May 30- August 18, 1995
• Sessions begin throughout the summer
• Hundreds of courses from over 56
departments!
• Uncrowded campus — no parking
congestion
Register by mail now, or in person beginning
May I, at the College of Extended Studies,
SDSU Gateway Center, corner of Hardy Ave.
and Campanile Dr.
Hours: 9 am-7 pm Monday-Thursday
9 am-5 pm Friday
8 am-12 noon Saturday

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3609 Midway Dr.
(619) 224-7300
next to Great Western Bank & Kinkos®

For more information or to have a
free catalog mailed to you, call
SDSU Summer Sessions at 594-5152.
EasamnHB
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Congratulations to winners of math awareness
week contest
Rolla Rich
News Editor

The USD Math Awareness Week
Contest was a great success this year with a
total of 32 entrants. Of that, 31 qualified for
the drawing and there were 16 prize winners.
Here's how they fared:
Grand Prize- Disneyland passesfor 2 - Natalie
Vowels
First Prize - $20 USD Bookstore Gift Certifi
cate - Dyronne Luarca
Winners of pizza, Aromas, Deli, and Tradi
tions gift certificates were: Lucy Gonzalez,
Joseph Pezzato, Veronica Cramer, Allyson
Dikdan, Steven Matus, Jeremy Long, Rick
Kratzer, Matt Uyesugi, Ray Tan, Drew Ishii,
Brian O'Neill, Mary Joy Sotic and Binh Bui.
The staff: Dorothy Wildman, Registrar's Of
fice.
The Department of Mathematics and Com
puter Science sends out a warm "Thank You"
to the Math Awareness Committee: Student
Rep, Steffanie Ries; Faculty: Dr. Jane
Friedman and Dr. Lynne Small and staff
member, Jo Powers for all their work on this
event. Thanks also go out to the sponsors,
Disneyland, USD Bookstore, Aromas, Tra
ditions, The Deli, Pizza Hut and Domino's.
Also, many thanks are extended to the 32
participants without whom this event could
not have happened.

Dr. Pruski, Dept. Chair presenting Disneyland passes
to Grand Prize Winner, Natalie Vowels
•L
\ >' - »*
Dorothy Wildman, Staff
Registrar's Office
"

* Allyson Dikdan

Some of
our other
winners!!!
Brian O'Neill

Drew Ishii and Lucy
Gonzalez

• FUNDS
continued from page 3

PACK UP FOR SUMMER!
v
hi \
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t.OW Cost Boxes and Packing Supplies

Small
Computer
Tape

Mediium
Large
Book
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and MUCH MORE !!!!!!

> SPECIAL,?*!
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CALLTOOAY!

MORENA SELF
STORAGE

ROSE CANYON
SELF STORAGE

299-4444

463-2000

j

of study gives a fresh approach to solutions as
the students do not have a precast solution
before they do the research as many consulting
groups do. There is afresh perspective to the study.
Speaking for LandGrant, Rob O'Sullivan,
the on-site manager of the Clairemont Square
Shopping Center said, "The people I worked
with were very professional in every way.
What was very nice was this marketing study
was coordinated without tying up a lot of the
local management staff. The USD people
handled everything themselves. I got very
good feedback from those who were interviewed, the students asked the right questions. I

would highly recommend them to anyone else."
"Robin Murphy and Tom Hobbib had a
chance to use their management skills and do
flowcharting," Ronchetto said. "Elsa Huselstein and Jacque Fradet had a chance to use
their quantitative skills. All the students indi
cated it was educational to actually be a part
of things which they had studied about."
On May 4th, Marasco presented Dr. James
Burns, the dean of the business school, a
sizable monetary gift to support similar
projects in the future. Mike Campbell ac
cepted a generous donation for the profes
sional activities fund. Marasco's actions typify
the growing trend within the USD family of
alumni providing meaningful work projects or
internships for both students and graduates.

908 Sherman Street
4627 Mcrena Blvd.
by th« Humaina Society
ri*zt to Prlc* Club
(bring coupon to recieve your special!)

Mass of Appreciation
for

Dr. 81 Mrs. Author E. Hughes
Sunday, May 21, 1995
9:00 a.m.
The Immaculata
Prices effective 'til April 3, '95

TEVA
Soort

EURAIL SUPPLIES

„

Inflatable Neck Pillows,Sleap Sheets, Cable Locks. (f~
Toiletry Organizers,Money Converters,
^
Money Belts, Neck Wallets and much more!!!

1655 Garnet Ave.
Pacific Beach
Phone 463-1421
Mon-Fri 10-6,
Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5
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YOUR DEGREE WILL
TAKE YOU PLACES.
As an officer in the U.S. Navy,
you'll command your own future.
You'll join top flight people working
with the best in their field. And have
the opportunity for world-wide travel.
Navy leadership and executive
management training go hand-inhand to prepare you for an exciting
role as a Navy Officer.
Navy Officers are:
• Pilots/Naval Flight Officers
• Engineers on Nuclear
Submarines
• Computer Specialists
• Doctors and Nurses
• Business Managers
• Procurement and Fiscal
Managers
• Civil Engineers
• Lawyers
• Meteorologists and much more
Navy officers receive pay and allowances worthy of a professional. Benefits
include 30-days paid vacation earned each year, free medical and dental care
and low-cost life insurance. And this is just a part of the story. Contact us.
We'll tell you the rest.

1-800-222-6289
Sign up now at your placement office to talk about your future goals, or call
us today for a private consultation.

• HILLSDALE
continued from page 5
According to years of accumu
lated data from numerous sources,
John Hagee, the San Antonio com
mentator, noted that "more than 90
percent of all achievements in sci
ence, engineering and medicine are
by Jews and Christians. That is, a
group which comprises 10 percent
of the world's population is con
tinually making virtually all of its
major advances." A college educa
tion is not a major factor. Relation
ship is.
Charles Wesley Bush, regarded
as one of the top businessmen schol
ars, teachers, writers, and book dis
tributors in the country, notes that
education is just one of the 10 basic
activities of mankind. Others in
clude politics, religion, transporta
tion, communication, agriculture,
and so forth. Bush agrees that most
public college educators grossly
over exaggerate their contributions
to society.
"Besides, religion, education and
politics are being taken over by
computers," said Bush. The impli
cation is that people are learning
more without the classroom than in
it, especially with the Internet. The
advantage is that people can learn
truth rather than indoctrination. But,
the Net is also used to promote
propaganda, like in the financial aid
scenario.
After the text of the proposed
federal loan cuts was released, Con
gressman BobFilner was again con
tacted on two occasions through his

Washington, D.C., office. When
asked why his comments on the
proposed student loans and grants
differed substantially with the ac
tual proposals he declined to talk
anymore.
Judith Lewis Logue, director of
financial aid at USD, was quoted in
one article as saying, "I read the
essays of the people who are apply
ing for financial aid.They are hope
ful, they aredreamers, they are anx
ious contribute to society, but
they're very worried about being
able to get the education they need."
Another USD associate said the
costs of a USD education would be
substantially reduced were there a
legitimate accounting system. "Tom
Day (President of SDSU) and the
public college presidents have regu
lar state auditors. They can't cheat
on their expense accounts. But, at
USD, Dr. Hughes virtually won't
buy anything unless it can be put on
the university's account. That in
cludes his clothes and hairdos and
babysitting for the women who at
tend functions at his house on cam
pus. And, if you check out the
Alumni office and others you will
find this is a common thing. The
abuses of Dean (Kristine) Strachan
are only the tip of the iceberg."
When we asked to discuss things
in further detail with Dr. Hughes,
the response was, "he is booked
until theend of May when he retires
and he won't be able to talk with
you."
Making the schools responsible
for teaching their students enough
to get a job to repay theloans is what
is really being fought by theschools.

NAVY OFFICER Full Speed Aliead.
I DON'T HAVE THAT MUCH
STUFF...YEAH RIGHT!!!
GREAT SHIPPING RATES
FOR STUDENTS!!!
,39/LB
,39/LB
,60/LB
,60/LB
,70/LB

• BAY AREA
• ARIZONA
• TEXAS
•MINN.
• N.Y.

• MINIMUM 200 LBS
t mm.t* "HMi

w n'imswiiittfn > wr*wrrmvir

~

BOX & SHIPPING CENTER
Packing and Shipping
Anything .... Anywhere

E

]

FULLY INSURED

UPS • FED-EX • DHL

CIVIC THEATRE
FRIDAY, MAY 19TH • 8:00 PM

DISCOUNTS FOR:
• SENIOR CITIZENS
• THE MILITARY
• STUDENTS

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
• SMALL MOVES • OFFICE MOVES '
• OVER 70 DtFTBlENT TYPES OF BOXES
• ALL' TYPE? OF PACKING MATERIALS

S26S LINDA VISTA RD.

294-4900
Right down the hill, next to Domino's Pizza

TICKETS ON SALE AT THE CONCOURSE
BOX OFFICE 236-6510 & TICKETS ON
SALE AT ALL TICKETMASTER
LOCATIONS.
C U L 220-TIXS.
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•PARKING
continued from page 3
placard. But, another student with
him was handicapped, and as long
as the first student has a disabled
passenger he is eligible to park in
this handicapped space."
There are some others who play
games and use false placards or
cannot produce their white cards
which are proof of the handicapped
placards being issued by the state.

These are quickly checked by
USD. "We have a real good rapport
with the DMV on this," Trebus
noted. "We can verify placards
within minutes."
There are legitimate reasons for
USD police vehicles to be in the no
loading zones at times. Johnson
explained, "We do use loading zones
when we are called for escorts. We
also use them for responding to
disturbances and other calls, includ
ing when students fall in the hall
ways or stairwells."

The monies collected from the
parking violationsare a majorsource
of income for the college noted sev
eral parking services employees.
The chances are that if you do park
improperly, you will get caught.
During the course of gathering
information for this story, several
vehicles were seen to be ticketed. A
couple students just barely escaped,
getting back to move their cars just
as an officer arrived. Even a Vista
editor's car got papered. That's the
way it goes.

A student car parked illegally has a citation
on the windshield

•TUITION
continued from page 7
Editor's note: The toll-free number
to express your concern for finan
cial aid is 1-800-574-4AID until
May 15, 1995.

TUITION PER SEMESTER
RATE INCREASES OVER THE
YEARS
Year
time

Per Unit Rate

Full

84-85
85-86
86-87
87-88
88-89
89-90
90-91
91-92
92-93
93-94
94-95
95-96

$210

$3125
3390
3630
3920
4235
4670
5185
5680
6080
6445
6800
7100

230
250
270
290
320
355
390
415
440
465
490

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
Planet. Unless You've Stolen It.

Your MasterCard® is stolen. You panic, get

angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is in possession of, oh, sue vm
Hi

about seven

cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he entertains

at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought, and you

can even get a new card the next day* It'll be accepted at millions of places,

one of which must sell W wallets. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money\

*Certain conditions apply
01995 MasterCard International Incorporated
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House Commentary • Letters

TO THE EDITOR

A final word from Pres. Hughes
Thanks for all
the letters every
body! Have a
nice summer!
Intramurals unjustly
stigmatize Greeks
I would like to respond to a comment
found on the intramural page of the April 6,
1995 edition of the VISTA.
I am interested in what the author was
implying by the statement: "Sigma Chi and
Phi Kappa Theta forfeited out of the league.
Likewise, so did Frat Boys S... just after they
forfeited their fraternity charter. This tells
you something about USD Greeks." What
does "This tells you something about the
USD Greeks" mean?
It is obvious that the writer of this article
has a very limited and ignorant view of the
Greek system at USD. An association was
made by this comment, and could easily be
interpreted as: since several fraternity teams
have forfeited from the intramural softball
league, it follows "that the entire USD Greek
system including, Order of Omega (a
national honor society), all of the business
fraternities, the pre-law fraternity, and the
social fraternities and sororities are inad
equate.
Who are you kidding "Mr. Intramural", an
IM sports championship will never get
someone a job. Here are some exceptional
careers held by Greeks: all but tow presi
dents since 1825 have been fraternity men,
85 percent of the Fortune 500 executives are
fraternity members, and 71 percent of those
listed in Who's Who in America are Greek.
Would you suppose that as students, Greeks
might have conflicting priorities between
intramural games and other commitments?
For the record, I would like to provide the
Intramural office, and anyone else that would
like to know, with several positive aspects of
the USD Greeks. Greek members have been
elected and have held various campus
positions. For instance: Jennifer McCann
(current President of AS), Bryan Walsh
(President-elect of AS), Chris Hutchinson
and Anne Dold (Senior Senators-elect).
Common myths concerning Greeks are
their poor grades and lack of concern for the
community. In fact, the average GPA of
Greek students is higher than the USD
undergraduate average, and Greeks have a
10 percent higher graduation rate. More
over, vast amounts of community service
hours are contributed each year to the
campus and community by Greek organiza
tions.
A few example of the organizations
Greeks help are: Children's Hospital of San
Diego, Big Brothers of San Diego, San
Diego Blood Drive, etc. In all, the Greeks of
this campus have given much back to the

Dear students,
As this chapter in my life concludes, I want to express to all of you my deep appreciation for the
opportunity of serving as President of USD for these past 24 years. I realize that very few people have a
chance to begin a leadership career with an institution almost at its founding and stay with it until it has
reached a significant level of stability and maturity. That opportunity was given to me and I am very
grateful.
USD is well positioned for the future in the community of higher education institutions; it has a clear
and distinctive mission, a vibrant and enthusiastic faculty, a highly qualified staff dedicated to serving the
University, a solid financial base, one of the most beautiful campuses in this country, and a student body
of very capable and motivated persons. Also, it has a new dynamic leader to move with conviction into
the*21st century.
I wish each of you success in completing your work at USD and a future lifetime of happiness and
fulfillment. I ask that you give the University your encouragement and support as you join its alumni
family.
Very sincerely,

Pres. Hughes and his family in 1975

Author E. Hughes
May 2, 1995

Pres. Hughes in his office in 1993

community.
I apologize to the business, pre-law, and
any other Greek organization I have ex
cluded from the names and achievements of
our campus. I wish I could have included all
of this achievements and contributions of our
Greek students; however, the list would have
proven to be too lengthy.
I hope that I have provided some insight
for the intramural office regarding the true
value of the Greek system at USD. I am sure
that the men have good reason to have pulled
out of the softball league. To connect this
action to the overall worth of the Greek
system is not only wrong, it is unjust. Take a
moment to open your eyes and consider that
there are other aspects to Fraternity and
Greek life other than intramural games.

Cory Schmelzer
Interfraternity Council President

VISTA Opinion Phone Poll
Do you read the VISTA regularly?

Yes

68%

^

No

32%

This poll was conducted by phoning at random 50 students living on campus.
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Question of the week?

Rosemary Malcolm (grad)
"When I was handed my diploma by Presi
dent Hughes."

1 Mike Bernards (Jr)
1 "Watching 6-pack break his nose at a USD
1 Rugby party."

Sililll®

FREE 16 OZ. FRUITOPIA AT

.

Bobby Cornehl (Jr)
"Going to Ensenada with Adrian and Dan
and partying, surfing, and camping."

HOW TO CRAM
FOR SUMMER

It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage rental space
for the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay. We have lot's of
private spaces in many convenient sizes, at affordable monthly rates.
Stop in today.
NO DEPOSIT • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK •
Store almost anything • Furniture, books • Sports equipment

SAN DIEGO-MORENA
984 Sherman Street
Next to Auto Parts Club and Teo Leo Restaurant

260-0140
MISSION BAY
5175 Pacific Hwy
Across from Highway Patrol near 91X Radio Station

299-8853

You Store It. You Lock It. You Keep The Key.
•Price quote on a 3' x 5' space at the Sherman Street location. Subject to availability on selected sizes. All sizes approximate
customer

Limit one space per

New rentals only. Does not include applicable deposits or fees. Offer expires June 30, 1995. Closed Mermorial Day. VISTA95
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THE Crossword

•!s

Jim's Journal

ACROSS
1
2
3
4
7
6
8
9
11
12
13
1 Walk back and
14
forth
,5
"
5 Dish of greens
17
10 Mollusk
"
14 Strong metal
20
21
22
23
15 Wear gradually
16 Saintly aura
24
25
17 Be in front
27
18 Calyx part
28
29
30
34
32
33
19 Along with
"
1
35
37
30
20 Most modern
*
22 Move to another
39
country
24 Simians
42
44
> to
26 Edinburgh
— to
33 ro
resident
45
«
i5 H
u27 Lift
"
:d=>
31 Reply
so
51
a ®
35 Heroism
"
56
57
58
59
36 Stitch lightly i t 52 53 54
a J
"
38 — mode
60
62
63
39 Arabian ruler
s
40 River bank
f 64
1"
66
protection
1
41 Allowance for ; 67
H68
69
waste
42 Tennis need
43 Fathered
44 Upright
45 Gives medical
6 Have being
—
aid
7 Easy gait
A C R E
47 Storeroom for
8 John Quincy —
P 0 A C H
S T E P
vestments
9 Fragile
B 0 1 L
1 G II 0 0 : T 0 T 0
10 Graphs
49 Great many
L A T E
N E E 0 S iA R N 0
51 Metal fastener
11 Tibetan priest
E uA M N h E T E R N A L
52 Musical
12 Touched ground
E lit A
n D x Pi T
instruments
13 Method
C T s
56 Take out
21 Practice boxing X uLI
L1
AJ C [?
60 Gambling mecca 23 Departed
QJluJOu
L A
C E| T1 L ¥
61 Unsophisticated 25 Not inebriated,
U U UE R TA L S
63 Thought
27 Happening
E N T
_R 1 0 M
64 Takes a meal
28 Debussy opus
11 R A T i M 1 T A' TlTl
65 Plumed bird
29 Best class
P R E TlN T A N
66 Single bills
30 Good reviews
s
P
E ¥2
TB A T E
1
67 Coin opening
32 Goods for sale
A
T E
m El
G 0 R E
68 Takes a
33 Vote into
S T A R
breather
office
E L 1 A
69 Title
34 Old and worn
S 0. N J
R. A |G | E oj R E ft T
37 Car style
40 Hearer
DOWN
Last issue's answer kev
1 Medicinal pellet 41 Huge amount
43 Road sign
2 Land expanse
57 Ms Millay
52 — bien
44 Indian
3 Chesterfield
53 Genuine
58 Abound
46 Not quite
4 Try
54 Biblical
59 Facility
5 Last six lines of 48 Military students
62 Discharged
preposition
50 Platform
a poem
soldier
55 Form of address
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Life on the Hill

by Esteban del Rio

Love "European Style
Meg Styan and"Kevin K[ine star
in """Jrench
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READING

Community
and myth
Heather Nelson
* Staff Writer

Meg Ryan and the men of "French Kiss" (clockwise from top): Ryan with Kevin
Kline, Ryan with Jean Reno and Ryan with Timothy Hutton

Making out at the Eiffel Tower
MMeg Ryan and Kevin Kline star in French Kiss"
Adria Sandroni
Staff Writer
The plot of "French Kiss" may come a
dime a dozen but this witty film has a
secret weapon — Meg Ryan; A movie
can never go wrong with Meg Ryan as the
star.
Ryan plays a woman named Kate whose
life is turned upside down when herfiance,
Charlie (played by Timothy Hutton), goes
to France on business and falls in love
with a voluptuous, French bombshell.
Determined to win him back, Kate over
comes her violent fear of flying and jumps
on the next flight to France. Kevin Kline
plays Luc, a scummy yet oddly attractive
Frenchman, who sits next to Kate on the
plane. A hate, then love relationship
grows from there.
Ryan and Kline play off each other
beautifully. Being the trashing little thief
that he is, Kline uses Ryan to smuggle a
stole diamond necklace through customs.
His plan is to get into France, snatch the
necklace out of Ryan's baggage and ditch

Radiohead
The Bends
Capitol Records
Etched between extremes of breathing
free and constrictive dependence, one will
find the latest release from the English
band Radiohead a pleasure upon which to
indulge.
The long anticipated follow-up to their
smash hit single, "Creep," shows that
Radiohead is passionately trying to avoid
the labeling as solely a one-sound band.
Not only is the album sensual in auditory

her, but it backfires. Her bags are
stolen, leaving her penniless and dev
astated in Paris, and she must rely on
Kline for help.
With Ryan on a mission to get
Charlie back and Kline trying to find
his necklace, they join forces and help
each other get what they want. Well,
sort of.
The funny twists and turns of the
movie take place in beautiful France.
From the scenes in the countryside to
the beach to the Eiffel Tower, the
scenery in "French Kiss" is breathtak
ing, and photography producer Owen
Roizman deserves major credit.
The sound track, created by James
Newton Howard, makes "French Kiss"
a CD to be added to your collection.
Written by Adam Brooks, French
Kiss was produced in collaboration
with Ryan, as well as Eric Fellner,
Kathryn F. Galan and British producer
Tim Bevan. In fact, Ryan and Galan
are production partners in Prufrock
Pictures, a motion picture production

company at Twentieth Century Fox.
Let's review. Ryan is this adorably
funny, beautiful and fabulously dressed
woman wandering around gorgeous
France. Kline, whose French accent is
amazingly convincing, is witty and his
attraction level increases as the movie
progresses. Charlie is a typical male
idiot who leaves Ryan for a 12-yearold French bimbo, Juliette, with big,
fake tits.
If you liked "When Harry Met Sally,"
"Four Weddings and a Funeral" or
"Sleepless in Seattle," you'll love this
film. It has the same humorous and
romantic elements, but the foreign set
ting present makes this film
undescribably unique.
Everything is aesthetically pleasing
and there is a happy ending. So what
are you waiting for? Put down this
paper and go see for yourself that
"French Kiss" is a wonderfully enter
taining love story, and even worth pay
ing the regular admission price.

values and effects, but The Bends
proves to be highly intellectual in
thought and structuring.
Throughout the album's successive
journey, songs will often come in
thought provoking patterns, proving
that the albums overall tone stays in
tact. Almost as a march up an incline,
we can feel the push in the beginning
of the album, with the upbeat and
scratchy vocalized "Planet Telex."
Monotone in design and performance,
it mesmerizes like a crazy dictator
with a microphone.
Not once though do you even think

of resisting; this is all voluntary. Nearing the top of the incline, we discover
"High and Dry" with its melodic guitar
in the background and its conclusive
arrogance raising the listener onto a
pedestal. This is where the path reaches
the top, and solace is all around. The
clouds are our surroundings, and oxy
gen is ingested as we shutter our eyes.
We find ourselves in the melancholic
summit of "Fake Plastic Trees," then
proceed to take a deep listen at the
"polystyrene man who just crumbles
and burns."

— Aaron Tudisco

"Myth is the truth of the heart — it guides us. It is a
covenant with the gods," said well-known MexicanAmerican author Rudolpho Anaya to a packed Salomon
Hall. Over 200 people came to hear Anaya speak last
Thursday at the third event of Chicano Awareness Week.
Anaya's literary works have proved to be invaluable to
the Mexican-American cultural community. Anaya was
introduced by Dr. Cesar Gonzalez, founding chair of
Chicano Studies at Mesa College. He explained that
Mexican-Americans feel a sense of loss without a litera
ture of their own.
"There is a constant search for identity," Gonzalez
continued. According to Gonzalez, Anaya's works are a
part of rebuilding that identity. "He has moved Chicano
literature from regional to universal."
Anaya's best-known work, "Bless Me Ultima," is like
his other writings which focus on the people and culture
of Mexico. But the focus of his readings for the group
gathered in Salomon Hall came from his latest work,"Zia
Summer." Students and faculty from USD and Mesa
College got a sneak preview of the book, which has not
been released yet.
Anaya was soft-spoken but self-assured as he intro
duced his book and spoke about his culture. His speech
proved to be moving and humorous as well. His love and
appreciation of the Mexican-American culture touched
many of those present, and a quick look at faces around
the room showed all listening with rapt attention.
Anaya began by giving the audience a brief summary
of "Zia Summer," which he described as a story about a
young man's search for his soul. Sonny is a private
investigator who is trying to solve the murder of his
cousin Gloria, who had been victimized by a cult. As
Gloria's soul takes hold of Sonny, he must return to his
elders for help in solving the crime and curing his "sick
ness of the soul."
Respect for the elders is a major theme in Anaya's
works because he fears that Mexican-American children
have lost the way of their ancestors. It is the old ones who
are keeping the world in balance, according to him, and
there is still time to harvest the cultural knowledge of the
elders. Hesuggested that Mexican-Americans and people
of all heritages should spend more time with their elders
and really listen to what they have to say.
Anaya blamed television and the media in general for
the disintegration of values in all Cultures. "TV and media
are creating a mythology for this generation. The prob
lem is it doesn't make sense. It doesn't feed the soul."
Anaya wants young people to turn back to the humani
ties. "We need art, music, poetry and literature to reflect
who we are. Books have identity and ideas that feed the
soul."
Anaya also gave tribute to Cesar Chavez, the MexicanAmerican leader who died in 1993.He read from a eulogy
he wrote for Chavez, incorporating Shelley's famous
eulogy for Keats. As he read faces in the room seemed
almost as if in prayer. "We have lost our morning star,"
Anaya reflected.
see ANAYA on page 17
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T H I S WEEK'S HIGHLIGHT*.

SLEEPER AT CAFE MESOPOTAMIA.!!!
FRIDAY

America's Cup Concert Series fea
turing
Smokey
Robinson:
Humphrey's, 2241 Shelter Island
Drive, Shelter Island. 523-1010 or
220-TIXS
Juan Gabriel: San Diego Sports
Arena. 220-TIXS

The British press has been going ga-ga over London's
latest female-fronted band, Sleeper
THURSDAY
Dougie Maclean andByron Nashe:
La Paloma Theatre, 471 First Street,
Encinitas. 294-6660
Wilco and Kevin Salem: Back
Door, San Diego State University.
220-TIXS

UpTavern, 143 South Cedros Av
enue, Solana Beach. 481-9022 or
220-TIXS
James Cotton: Blind Melons, 710
Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach. 4837844

MONDAY

SATURDAY

Luscious Jackson and the
Lunachicks: Back Door, San Di
ego State University. 220-TIXS

America's Cup Concert Series fea
turing Robert Cray Band:
Humphrey's, 2241 Shelter Island
Drive, Shelter Island. 523-1010 or
220-TIXS

Pete Anderson: Belly UpTavern,
143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana
Beach. 481-9022 or 220-TIXS

Jimmy Page and Robert Plant and
the Tragically Hip: San Diego Sports
Arena. 220-TIXS

TUESDAY

The Music of Andrew Lloyd
Webber
featuring
Sarah
America's Cup Concert Series fea
Brightman: Open Air Theatre, San
turing Tower of Power: Humphrey's,
2241 Shelter Island Drive, Shelter Rick Trevino: Coach House San Di Diego State University. 220-TIXS
ego, 10475 San Diego Mission Road,
Island. 523-1010 or 220-TIXS
Mission Valley. 563-0024 or 220WEDNESDAY
The Untouchables: Belly UpTavern, TIXS
Sleeper, Giant's Chair and Boy's
143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana
SUNDAY
Life: Cafe Mesopotamia, 7894
Beach. 481-9022 or 220-TIXS
Sonia Dada and A.J. Croce: Belly Broadway, Lemon Grove. 463-0566

MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT S W PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. 5
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.

All I ever needed to know

I LEARNED FROM

THE VIS TA
• SEEING YOUR NAME IN THE PAPER IS
PRETTY COOL • LANGUAGE WAS IN
VENTED IN THE NEWSPAPER ROOM •
TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION •
WHO, WHAT WHEN, WHERE WHY AND
HOW ISN'T NECESSARILY THE WHOLE
STORY • YOU'D BE SURPRISED AT WHAT
YOU KNOW• IT'S GOOD TO HAVE ACTUAL
EXPERIENCE ON YOUR RESUME •ANYONE
W H O WANTS TO CRITICIZE THE V I S T A
SHOULD GET INVOLVED NOW OR GET REAL
QUIETS IT'S NOT WHAT YOU KNOW ... IT'S
WHAT YOU'RE WILLING TO FIND OUT•
THE WSTA IS HIRING ALL POSITIONS FOR THE
1995-96 YEAR. CALL 260-4584 FOR MORE INFOR
MATION OR COME DOWN TO THE VISTA OF
FICE, LOCATED IN THE UC NEAR TRADITIONS

To ALL students, faculty, and administrators who volunteered their time and gave to our local community during this past spring semester, we at the
AS Community Service Center and the Office for Community Serive-Leaming recognize your efforts and thank you for taking the time to
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
The following is only a partial list.
Pest Buddies
Ali Casteel
Dianna Dessaint
Teresa Dominquez
Mary Ferrara
Corina Fischer
Tanya Gallagher
Julia Huber
Nikki Kanemani
Nicole Lamperis
Brittany Bounger
David Rivera
Pan Tuene
Clarrisa Willis
Pinational Outreach
Kathy Bruzzese
Jaimee Quach
Maria Padget
Veronica Garcia
Family Laming
Center

Ryan Azlein
Ginger Brady
Binh Bui
Justin Chang
Kristina Cilmi
Nicole Corbitt
Kate Elliot
Lexie Florea
Kendall Gaspar
Pilar Holley
Bridget Johnson
Amy Joyce
Mike McDermott
Alicia Mejia
Tammie Nguyen
Kelly Peterson
Jan Romero
Carol Stanuikynas
Minden Ten Eyck
Suzie Tibor
Kate Toney
Zack White
Tina Zipp
Homeless Qwtreach
Cristina McKay
Susan Ha
Paige Tippin
Carrie Brooks
Sarah Dequril
Jamalle Purcell
Ashlynn Valdez
Tod Alcantara
David Rivera
Linda Vista
Kids Project
Gerald Acuna
Sharif ah Albukhary
Marten .Anderson
Aryn Dadorine
Steven Barratte
Cari Blackmore

Being Alive;
Kristie Bankson
Terri Burges
Josalene Ginn
Chambrielle Pham
Shannon Bilbray
Care With Dignity;
Elizabeth Ash
Chris Bainer
Amanda Canelakes
Casey Lawyer
Tracey Tortorelli
Carson Elementary
Anthony Garcia
Jennifer Campbell
Patrick DePriest
Jon Beth
Francisco Gil
Lisa Muckley
Spenser Rogers
Ching-F. Chang
Ryan Goldman
Alan Puana
Janet Rollins
Mark Eriksson
Alex Neal
Xochitl Villasenor
Jomi Shega
Val Paraiso
Alexis Pershall
Annmarie Snoisky
Annie Stathakis
Carrie Smith
Casa Maria:
Andrea Bullock
Tavga Bustani
Tiffany Flaherty
Trish Hodny
Melinda Mestre
Michele Shipp
Casa San luan:
Jasmine Veya
Alyandra Cerda
Lucy Gonzales
Liz Gunsaulus
Victoria Marino
Michael Serban
Regan Sonnen
CUirmont Friendship
Center

Holly Sennes
Nancy Delfino
Brancy McCormick
Anne Marie Snorsky
Tim Antongiovanni
Community Connection:
Tom Webb

De Andre Bradford
Carrie Brooks
Keven Burke
Tina Campus
Jennifer Carey
Veronica Conolly
Lindsay Cropper
Kevin Darr
Sarah Dezurik
Nongnapa Dhitithanon
Kendra Dose
Sue Downing
Amy Fincher
David Francisco
Matt Gerlach
Josalene Ginn
Eric Goldman
Irene Gutierrez-Tomlinson
Janine Highley
Chi Ho
Leah Iwata
David Jones
Sarah Kolar
Kacey Kroeger
Jennifer Levey
Katie Lively
Yvonne Lizdale
Liana Coppola
Bryan Loyce
Jennifer Major
Roxanne Martinez
Mandy Matas
Charlie Masurak
Lindsay McAuiffe
Brandy McCormick
Paul Niebisch
Antonio Onorato
Vicky Phieu
Aldo Puralyn
Stephanie Raymer
Dodge Robinson
Gerry Rodriques
Alex Rodriquez
Tiffany Rowe
Lori Seney
Candy Silva
Dan Simas
Jean Slaby
Dan Stone
Catie Tejeda
Joe Turbaugh
Veronica Valdivia
Monica Vasquez-Ramerez
Christian Zinn
Christine Measley
Katie Vicknair
Newcomers
Gerald Acuna
Chris Burman
Jennifer Cid
Liz Coats
Silvia Collazo
Corina Fisher
Monica Gabaldon
Coquita Guerra
Lourdes Hernandez
Headstart/Linda Vista
Neighborhood House:

Elizabeth Blum
Karla Halliday
Kirsten Malerich
Jennifer Rosenkrantz
Kimberly Cassano
Anne Harbison
Mary Masterson
Lisa San Martin
Lisa Corgard
Elizabeth Hodges
Kelly Minan
Angela Soriano
Ann-Marie Duenas
Leah Iwata
Tania Reyes
Deborah Stenberg
Heather Eggleton
Angela Laux
Carolyn Riemann
Julie Tallerico
Sheila Truchanowicz
Michelle Preston
Eileen Ruckas
International Rescue
Committee:

Nora Arrizon
Megan Happoldt
Anber DeLecce
Kelly Brandt
Drew Ishii
Kameron EUis
Cathy Cravens
Kirsten Strople
Jennifer Lindgren
Kristy Dolan
Kerry Suddes
Tim Mathy
Kathleen Sheil
Tim Mathy
Kelli Mendrella
Dawn Zwibel
Shannon Tarbell
losue House:

Felix Pangelinan
Terri Pendergast
Juvenile Hall;
Matt Bell
Tarek Abed
Chad Halliburton
Kirsten Bowman
Jason Mac Neil
Andy Kerr
Anya Brodsley
Ian Votteri
Bob Kutchta
Lindsay Hilton
Aaron White
Mike McDermott
Keely Kelman
Joe Terzoli
: >uis Moreno

Robbie Howard
Lily Mahoni
Eny Medina
Adam Pemsteiner
Anthony Persad
Chris Rutdowski
Soledad Sanchez
Tammy Shaefer
Stacy Bun ten
Veronica Cramer
Erin Distler
Kim Ehner
Maria Alexia Godinho
Maria Murphy
Sherry Reed
Stephanie Rieserman
Shops That Fit
Ellen cook
Amanda Ryan
Tom Dalton
Patty Kramer
Molly DeFede
MBD
Camille Michel
Eileen Reckas
Kim Brewer
Monica Gabaldon
Carol Lyman
Dave Arredandu
Deirdre Moser
Susan Kendal
Decy Piria
Leslie Clark
Special Olympics
Dianna Dessaint
Kristen Lee
Matt Gallagher
Andrew Laverty
Steven Locascio
Darby
Jen Major
Keith Alba
Sean Flannery
ValHill
Amanda Stack
Dridget Walsh
Laura King
Alisa Schiappa
David Fizdale
Liana Coppola
Tanya Vorachek
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Pledge Class
Delta Sigma Pi
Tijwma Orphanage
Ricardo Contreras
Donald Palaganas
Dean Rossmann
Candy Silva
Jenny Jongejan
Amber Cross

Ken Simean
Debbie Stenberg
Pamela Thompson
Kearny High School;
Tawnee Burch
Nicole Burnett
Dina Birch
David Fizdale
Elizabeth Hamm
Kristi Bynes
Carlos Gonzales
Trevor Houser
Carlos Gonzales
Kim Haase
Sarah Maloney
Kevin Legg
Megan Herrick
Brian Schmahl
Michelle Stuart
Mary Stuart
Michelle Stuart
Matt Uhde
Lorraine Watson
Nikki Dudine
Rosemarie Albano
David Fizdale
Art Bascos
Emanuel Miana
Doug Harris
Kathy Daftari
Kit Potter
Trish Moran
Kim Ehner
Mike Skehle
Stephanie Nelson
Aidan Everitt
Stacia Stephens
Gino Self
David Fizdale
Mary Stuart
Hope Wilson
Carlos Gonzales
Brian Wantz
Adolfo Jaramillo
Kim Haase
Ljnda Vista Elementary
Nikola Andrzejewski
Kahla Archer
Andrea Benedict
Ngocthy Dinh
Teresa Dominquez
Angie Latham
Yvonne Ravelo
Min Rhee
Laetitia Warden
Beth Anne Yoxsimer
Neil Good Pay Center:
Julie Regan
"Mike Buhler
Caroline Nkeru
Corey Wong
Colleen Engel
Greg Johnson

Sean Darcy
Silvia Comejo
Kelly Morrison
Sharifah Albukhary
Matt Carmazzi
Ray Cordano
Dilia Diaz
Marcus Ryan DiMaria
Jackie Gallagher
Erika Garcia
Holly Goodwin
Carina Ho
David Jones
Carla Khoury
Jose Luis Luicero-Acquino
Chan Ly
Katy McBride
Julia McDade
Decy Pina
Tomoko Shimada
Paul Story
Kim Sweeney
Vayva To
Urban Plunge
Chris Alioto
Aurora Alvarado
Danielle Barretta
Bernadette Bautista
Joanna Baynes
Ginger Brady
Kim Brewer
Kathy Bruzzese
Ali Cateel
Katie Cogswell
Katie Conway
Erika Cooper
Michael Corrales
Lori Crosss
Amy Shamidarka
Jessica Drapkin
Naomi Dull
Olivia Flores
Christina Gagliardi
Jacqueline Gallagher
Sara Gelinas
Suzanne Gonzalez
Holly Goodwin
Christine Grafton
Andie Hauck
Bess Hodges
Amy Joyce
Nancy Knapp
Steven Kup
Amy Larimer
Tany Lugliani
Judy McDonald
Margaret McDonald
Angela Mullins
Ciara Murphy
Michael Murray
Mary Ann Olson
Anna Parkman
Abby Parta
Erica Registrato
Deidre Roche
Jennifer Roudebush

Polinsky Center:
Joy Deutsch
Diane Balle
Brad Bowles
Brad Doucette
Eva Cuetara
Courtney Cox
Colleen Geis
Lauren DeCesare
Elena Hartwell
Colleen Henley
Sylvana Issa
Sheila Johnson
Joanna Milobedzki
Maggie Kahl
Laura McLennan
Katie Tejeda
Sharika Sharma
Prototypes;
Matt Bechtel
Anne McDermott
Rachel's
Women's Center,
Jennifer John
Aileen Alvarez
Bridgette Byrd
Nicohle Magarity
Margaret Blaine
Kurt Kuckein
Whitney Kiely
Bree O'Shea
Beth Scheofsky
Kimberlee Wood
Refugee Resettlement;
Christina Gonzales
Jenny Lindgren
Veronica Bowden
Jennifer Oster
Danielle Cruz
Lisa Ricci
Lori Phelan
Amy Spain
Timothy Mathy
Jennifer Roche
St. Vincent de Paul:

Patrick Laverty
June Rogers
Twain Continuation
School:

Mindy Bobroff
Stephanie Jordan
Kristin Kueffuer
Marston Middle
Lao Her
Clairemont High
Amanda Faulkner

Tiffany Rowe
Kathy Rowe
Ann Salmen
Andy Saloka
Kristen Salvato
Erin Stone
Kim Sweeney
Monica Vasquez-Ramerez
Starr Wedenmeyer
Erica Weiss
Volunteers for Youth

Alma Aquilera
Salina Bambic
Cherin Brown
Danielle Cavallucci
Jessica Cera Ahn
Colleen Coffey
Michal Cohen
Barby Cox
Mary Ellington
Kate Elliot
Nicole Gilbertson
Romano Gratteri
Pat Ioele
Bronwen Jones
Shawna Kiser
Steve McLaughlin
Christie 0"Connell
Marcos Orozco
Lisa San Martin
Mike Serbin
Lesley Simmons
Joey Vanore
Work Place Literacy
Lisa Maresso
Michelle Bush
Kryslynn Brumbaugh
Gina Conti
Patrick Dawson
Noemi DeBoda
Victoria Dryden
Jason Eberl
Kinda Hoang
Nancy Knapp
Tito Marquez
Dusty Nguyen
Santiago Robles
Eddie Ruiz
Meridith Sherary
Cami Simmons
Laura Simons
Eliza Wilcox
Chris Willis
Hope Wilson
Access

Katie Carlson
Trina Christensen
Vinnie Leone
Joslen Romig
Chris Woo
CarVi Barnett
Mandy Einhorn
Terri Conn
Shanon Mason
Con mwnity
Prama Club
Rodrigo Madrigal
Scripps Clinic
Jennifer Coler
New Haven

Christina Coppola
Clubs and Organizations

Fuso
MEChA
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Phi Alpha Delta
Sacred Heart Club
Jtotaract Club
Sjjgma Chi
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Kappa Theta
Asian Students Assc.
Beta Alpha Psi
Alpha Delta Pi
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Phi
Kappa Delta
Delta Sigma Pi
Projects through

Campus Ministry
Soup Kitchen
Tijuana House
Building
English Department
Souteast San Diego
Tutoring Project
Law School
Pro Bono Projects
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A tribute to Padres' past
SPORTS
Baseball: The Toreros (24-26) took
only one out of four games last week
defeating USF 6-3 on Friday. The win
split up a loss to SDSU earlier in the
week and two more on Saturday in a
doubleheader with USF. The Toreros
will enter their final weekend of play
ranked third in the WCC having just
lost to the #1-ranked team in the
country in Cal St. Fullerton last
Tuesday.
Men's Tennis: USD finished th ir
season taking second place in the
NCAA West Regionals last weekend.
The Toreros got by Arizona 4-1 and
UNLV, also 4-1, in the first two rounds
of play. However, USD came up short
in the finals to the #1 seed, Cal, 4-1.
See related article.
Crew: The Toreros placed third in the
Newport Regatta at Newport Beach on
Sunday. That is their last appearance
until the Pacific Coast Rowing
Championships. See related article.
Women's Tennis: USD has com
pleted its preparation for the NCAA
Championships beginning tomorrow at
Pepperdine. The Toreros (16-7) will
take on Indiana (13-6) in first round
action Friday. The winner will then
advance to play second-ranked Texas
(22-3) on Saturday.

Vince Moiso
Staff Writer

Remember when baseball was just a game?
Remember when a day at the park meant
eating peanutsand Cracker Jacks while watch
ing your heroes fulfill a childhood dream?
Amidst all the negative publicity surround
ing baseball, a historical side of the game is
being studied on USD's campus.
Dr. Ray Brandes of the University's his
tory department, and baseball historian Bill
Swank are constructing an in-depth history of
San Diego's Pacific Coast League Padres
during the Lane Field years from 1936-1958
for a book that will be published.
With the help of graduate students Melissa
Moore, Barbara McCurtis, Stacie Howard
and Matt Guijdersleeve, Dr. Brandes has
reviewed every newspaper article about the
Padres from 1936-1957, and Swank has in
terviewed over 60 former Pacific Coast
League Padres throughout the country.
"I think that what we are doing here is
going to create a great interest in a romantic
period of San Diego," remarked Dr. Brandes,
"and it has been a chance for old players to
renew old friendships."
The City of San Diego has had the Padres
as its professional baseball club since 1936,
but before becoming part of the major leagues
the Padres belonged to the Pacific Coast
League.
The Pacific Coast League was started in
1903 and included teams from Seattle, Port-

Special to Vista

Friday
Baseball at San Francisco at 2:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Indiana at
Pepperdine.
(First round of NCAA Championships)
Saturday
Baseball at San Francisco at 2:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis at Pepperdine for
NCAA second round
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The 1937 Pacific Coast League Padres are remembered in
a book to be published by USD professor Dr. Ray Brandes
and baseball historian Bill Swank
land, Sacramento, San Francisco, Los Ange
les, Salt Lake City, Hollywood and Oakland.
The PCL was rich in history. The year after
major league baseball's color barrier was
broken by Jackie Robinson, a player by the
name of John Ritchey broke the PCL's color
barrier when he signed with the Padres in

1948. The PCL featured some prominent
players like Ted Williams, Jack Graham,
Bobby Doerr and Max West.
Yes, the legendary Ted Williams was one

see PADRES on page 23

Men's crew gains respect in Seattle
Warner Bonner

Schedule
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One hundred thousand people gathered
this past Saturday to view oneof the country' s
most spetacular events on the water, the Open
ing Day Rowing Regatta in Seattle. The
masses came to view the country's top crew
teams as well as some international teams
competing in weekend race.
USD was among the competitors in Seattle
after recieving an invitation because of their
victory in last year's Pacific Coast Rowing
Championships. The Toreros proved to be
worthy guests as they finished third.
The race course was quite a spectacle. The

2,000-meter course was lined with yachts,
fans, and the media who crowed theshoreline
and overhanging brigdes just to get a glimpse
of the racers.
The four rowers sent by USD to compete
were Dan Tealdi (stroke), Warner Bonner
(three seat), Charlie Claycomb (two seat) and
Rob Carty (bow).
Coxswain Michelle Noce was over
whelmed by the presence of the audience.
"The noise of the crowd was so loud that the
guys could hardly hear my commands. I
swear it felt like we were rowing right through
the Super Bowl," Noce remarked.
Despite the pandemonium, USD bolted
out in front holding off the other crews for the

first 1,000 meters. Then the University of
Washington, winners of the Crew Classic,
made a move and pulled past USD at the
1,200-meter mark.
"The intensity of the race was so immense
as the Washington crew passed us we lost a
bit of our rythm," team captain Rob Carty
said.
A second boat from Washington and an
other from Seattle Pacific University battled
with USD for the last 300 meters of the
course.
"SPU's move on us was quickly denied
and put back in their face when we regained
our rythm and and power and took a boat
length back from them," Tealdi said.

Sunday
Women's'Tennis at Pepperdine for
NCAA third round
Monday
Women's Tennis at Pepperdine for
NCAA Semifinals
Tuesday
Women's Tennis at Pepperdine for
NCAA Finals
Sat/Sun May 20, 21
Crew at Sacramento for Pacific Coast
Rowing Championships
Fri/Sat June 9,10
Crew at Cincinnati for National
Championships

This column has been
compiled all semester by the
hard work and dedication of
Mike Buhler, Assistant Sports
' i;tor

Charlie Claycomb, Warner Bonner
awing Rc -Ha in Seattle

A

Dan Tealdi placed

in the Opening Day
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Maurica Stewart
Staff Writer

Profile

EMMANUEL
UDOZORH
USD and Nigerian hero
The purpose of the Sports Profile is to bring
attention to athletic people in the USD
community who have unique accomplishments
and interests.

One of USD's very own has succeeded
at becoming a tennis "super-star," espe
cially to those who cheered him on recently
at the 1995 Davis Cup quarter-finals in
Lagos, Nigeria.
Along with playing for the Toreros
tennis team, USD junior Emmanuel
Udozorh has represented his country of
Nigeria for the third year in the Davis Cup
tennis competition. Similar to the Olym
pics, the Davis Cup enables players to
represent their country against nations
around the world in an international
competition.
Two weeks ago, Udozorh flew home to
Nigeria to compete in both the singles and
doubles matched in the Euro/ Africa zone
of the Davis Cup.
The doubles pair of Udozorh and Sule
Ladipo brought home the honors in singles
and doubles matches against Poland in a 32 victory allowing them to advance to the
semifinals which will be held in July
against Luxembourg in Luxembourg.
Here at the home front, USD's tennis
program has also benefited from Udozorh's
presence. He helped the Toreros gain their
national ranking of 40th in the nation and
has been part of the reason for their

continued success.
Besides watching him play tennis
competitively, USD head coach Ed Collins
has seen Udozorh work with youngsters at
USD's summer tennis camp. "EZ
[Udorzorh] has added a real mature attitude
to the team and has consistently provided a
good example to everyone by working
really hard," he said.
Collins feels that because Udozorh has
continually been ranked at the top in the
singles and doubles within the last three
years, he has gained respect and admiration
from his teammates and the tennis community.
"[Udozorh] is really conscientious and
responsible with a serious approach to
tennis," Collins said.
Udozorh has only been playing for ten
years but has developed an impressive
power serve and lightning-bolt agility,
which often times leaves his opponents in
their tracks.
As a youngster, Udozorh enjoyed soccer,
but luckily, for USD and tennis fans his
potential was noticed by Coach Monday
Isaac who personally began coaching
Udozorh at the age of thirteen.
With the support of family, friends, and
great coaches, he progressively excelled
and began winning titles in tournaments at
the Jr. level in the French Open,
Wimbledon, and Orange Bowl.
Years of coaching and playing in

different tournaments opened doors for
Udozorh in the tennis world. While
still a youngster, Udozorh rapidly
gained steam in tennis which gradually
lead to being ranked fifth in doubles
and top twenty in singles in the world
nationals.
Udozorh's success at home jetstreamed into a professional career.
After being chosen by the International
Tennis Federation (ITF) and National
Long Tennis Association (NLTA),
Emmanuel proved that his success at
the Jr. level definitely wasn't in vain.
Udozorh was chosen to represent
Nigeria in worldwide tournament.
Taking a year off to play, he then
traveled all across Europe and most of
Asia in different tournaments.
Although neither of his parents
played tennis, Udozorh has helped
spark his younger brother's interest in
the sport who is making a name for
himself.
Udozorh's laid back style wouldn't
be something he carries with in the
classroom. Although he has missed
two weeks of school he has managed
to stay on top of things. According to
Udozorh when asked how the sport has
impacted his life the most he com
mented, "discipline, it has definitely
taught me discipline."
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of the original Pacific Coast League Padres
acquired in 1936. Williams signed before he
had finished high school. He graduated the
following year and helped lead the Padres to
a championship in 1937 before going on to
stardom in the majors.
Jack Murphy Stadium and all the luxuries
of modern baseball were not around to ac
commodate these Padres. Instead, the Pacific
Coast League Padres played in downtown
San Diego in a termite-infested stadium
known as Lane Field.
The game itself was also different back in
the days of the PCL. Players were paid well
but no where near the outrageous sums that
today's major league players command. In
1936, players received a $100 a month salary
with room and board for a season that in
cluded over 200 games.
"It was a time when there was a serious
closeness among the fans and players, espe
cially the kids," Swank said.
Fans could ask for an autograph and re
ceive a game ball signed by the entire team
after the game. Nowadays, it seems that the
only acquirement of autographs is during
scheduled autographing promotionsfor which
fans usually have to pay.
Today, many critics complain that money
seems to be the main motivation of players
and that withinthe commercialization ofbaseball the integrity of America's favorite pas
time has been lost. Swank even remarked
that maybe the players of today should reflect
upon the love of the game that flourished in
the Pacific Coast League Padres.
"It has been enjoyable for me to write
about men who played ball for the love of the
game rather than money," remarked Swank.
Said Dr. Brandes, "We have taken a human
istic approach, focusing on the players them
selves without an emphasis on statistics."
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Year in review

Photos by Yvette
Anaya and Hector
Roberts/VISTA

Touchdown: The Toreros had another successful season in the
Pioneer League

Goal, goal, goal: Men's soccer
continued the tradition of
excellence set by teams in the
past
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Play ball: Baseball had its ups and
downs, but overall, the seniors enjoyed
four BIG years

Hoopin': The men's basketball team
provided many magic moments for
the fans this year, including a win
over Notre Dame

Mr

/)

Spike, set, serve: The seniors from this
year's volleyball team set the precedent
and brought the Toreros to a new level
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Aces on the court:
Women's tennis looked
good all year and will
play in the upcoming
NCAA Tournament

Sure handed: Men's
tennis says good-bye
to great seniors, but
hello to new talent

Makin' a move: The women's soccer
team looks to take control of the
WCC next year

Icing on the cake:
Women's basketball
finished the regular
season in dramatic
fashion
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Men's tennis falls short of NCAA quest
Clayton Kline
Staff Writer

This past Sunday the USD men's tennis
team (20-8) missed making the NCAACham
pionship Tournament with a loss to the 14th
ranked Cal Golden Bears (16-6) in the NCAA
Regional VIII Tournament at Los Angeles.
The third seeded Toreros took the 1-0 lead
when the doubles teams of Bobby Hrdina/
J.J. Shobar and Mark Huarte/ Jack Whigham
won to earn the doubles point.
Then, the No. 1 seeded Golden Bears
completed a singles sweep of the 40th ranked
Toreros canceling their hopes of traveling to
Athens, Georgia for the NCAA champion
ships.
Despite their loss, the Toreros had a mas
terful road to the NCAA region VIII finals.
On Friday, USD defeated the Arizona Wild
cats 4-1, a team they had handled earlier in the
year
The tandems of James Conda / Emmanuel
Udozorh and Hrdina / Shobar received the
doubles point, each with 8-3 victories .
In singles action, Whigham defeated

Schwartz 6-1,6-4, Conda beat Kupka 6-0,63 and Mark Huarte defeated Rey 4-6,6-1,6-1.
The victory over Arizona earned them a
chance to get back at the UNLV Rebels who
had defeated them during the regular season.
USD was ignited by the doubles sweep of
the Rebels by the tandems of Conda/Udozor,
Hrdina /Shobar and Huarte /Whigham.
In singles, the Toreros sealed the win with
victories by Hrdina over Pohjola 6-4,6-2 and
Conda over Norton 7-6, 6-1, running the
Rebels out of L. A.
"It was great to get revenge over UNLV
who crushed us at their place 5-1 a few weeks
ago," senior Mark Huarte said. "Overall we
played pretty well. This season was defi
nitely considered a success. We exceeded
our expectations for the year."
Even though USD fell short of the NCAA
Championships, theseason was succesful for
the Toreros as they finished second in the
WCC.
The Toreros say a sad good-bye to seniors
J.J Shobar and Mark Huarte, however, the
future looks bright for the Toreros as they
return four of their top five seeds with two
being just freshman.

The doubles team of Bobby Hrdina and J.J. Shobar posted
a win to earn doubles points for the Toreros. USD lost to
top-seeded Cal in the NCAA Region VIII tournament in
Los Angeles last weekend.

Women's
lacrosse
recognized

After Finals...

Ann Leahy & Seth Longaker
Staff Writers

©1995 Mail Boxes Etc.

The Cramming Begins!
Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let Mail Boxes Etc? pack and ship
it for you.
From computers and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc. handles
your shipments with care. MBE can pack and ship just about anything.
All it takes is one phone call to solve your special home from college packing and ship
ping problems. No matter how large, how fragile, how valuable or how difficult, one call
takes it off your hands and puts it into ours.

MAIL BOXES ETC.'
IT'S NOT WHAT WE DO. IT'S HOW WE DO IT.'
5694 Mission RD.
(In Friars - Mission (Ralph's) Center)

PH (619) 298-8213
FAX (619) 298-8215

8-7 M-F
9-5 SAT

UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet. Restrictions may apply. Each MBE Center is an independently owned and operated franchise. ©1995, Mail Bqxes £tc

In sports, there are things teams which go
unnoticed no matter how good they are.
Unknown to most of the student body, the
USD women's lacrosse team recently finished up
its season with a 9-0 regular season record. •
The team is comprised of 16 dedicated
women who practice three days a week. The
team was formed last year under the direction
of sophomore Missy Dye, who presently acts
as the player-coach. Currently, the team
remains at theclub status, however, the women
would like to see it moved up to the varsity
level. Their impressive performance this
season demonstrates their capabilities.
Last year, the team finished its first season
winless having only four women who were
experienced lacrosse players. Now, in their
second season the Toreros have overcome
their inexpereinceand were able tocomplete a full
turnaround by working hard in the off-season.
USD found the winning technique and
were able to compile an unblemished regular
season record in the SCWLA (Southern Cali
fornia Women Lacrosse Association).
Their record allowed the Toreros to ad
vance to the playoffs where they destroyed
the University of Redlands, 21-5. USD then
entered the championship game against
UCSB, jumping out to a 8-4 lead at halftime.
The second half featured a comeback by the
Lady Gauchos, who were eventually able to
pull away and finish off USD by a score of 13-11.
Although the championship match was a
tough loss, the women walked away from this
game and their season with heads held high.
"We've come a long way in the last two
years and I am extremely happy with the way
the girls played all season. Although it was a
tough loss we played beautifully, and I'm just
really proud of all the girls," Dye said.
Both Missy Dye and Anna Colorso were
recognized for their outstanding playing per
formance by a well-deserved invitation for
national tryouts. Goalie Cynthia Shafto was
also invited to try out for nationals later this
month.
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INTRAMURALS and Recreation
Events

• Results

• Schedules

Tennis

Bowling

Indoor soccer

Team golf

Set-match
and
playoff winners

Cinco de bowling
what a blast

Untouchables
true to name

Who can get
the best lie

Last Friday the IM Bowling
tournament rolled down Linda Vista to
the Frontier Lanes bowling alley. It was a
night of fun and great bowling achieve
ments. The Unacceptables, captained by
Wesley Wolf, retained their men's
division championship for a third time.
This was not a big problem for them as
there were no other men's teams entered.
If there had been challenges those
challengers would have been hard pressed
to beat a total team score of 1704 (642,
494, 570).
On the co-rec side, Windy City
Bowlers took home the t-shirts with a
team totaled 1,377 (448, 465, 464). The
Windy group was lead by Adam Belt
(118, 191, 142) and women's high series
winner Kristi Banken who had a total
score of 334 (110, 116, 108). Dazed and
Confused was second with a team total of
1269 and No Way, led by Jason Way,
ended up third with a score of 1187.
In the battle of the three member
teams, Bump and Bowl used a little
psychological war fare to out roll the
Gutterballs by a score of 1403 to 1230.
High series male went to Wesley Wolf
with a series total of 554 (188, 161, 265).
The high game for women went to Kristi
with 120 of the No Way team. The men's
high game went to Andre Speaks with a
score of 205.
All in all this was a great night out
with individuals taking home Domino's
pizza and Subway sandwich certificates.

Last week the game between El
Rebano and Reservoir Dogs was post
poned with nine and a half minutes
remaining due to rain. Both teams came
out the following Thursday meeting again
to decide who would go to the finals. The
Dogs won 6-3 and advanced. The favored
El Rebano, just didn't have it after a
promising season they played a sluggish
nine and a half minutes, letting the Dogs
walk over them.
The Untouchables met Reservoir
Dogs in the finals last Thursday. The
game was packed with hacks, excellent
passing skills on the behalf of the Un
touchables and an animated crowd. The
Untouchables took control early, advanc
ing with a safe lead. They chose to lay
back and regain their strength. Along
with their resting period came the four
goals scored by the Dogs. The Untouch
ables, realizing they could lose, got their
team together and eventually beat the
Dogs 8-7. An incredible game played by
the winning team considering they didn't
have any subs. Congrats guys!
It is important to note that teams
should play not only with integrity but
also with current students or alumni of
USD and rosters should be finalized by
the second game. Thanks to all the teams
who were playing by the rules, you are the
winners.

The first ever IM golf league has
a winner. The team of Karakas and
Alandy ran away with the league with a
team overall score of 70 points. In second
place were Sullivan and Dufrene with
67.5 points and in third was the team of
Simpson and Shutak.
The final week of play saw Sullivan and
Dufrene shoot 65,66 to squeak out second
place honors. Karakas and Alandy got
out to a one under par (58) during the first
week of scramble play. The next week
they shot 62,61 scores to take over the
league. By this time their lead was so
solid that Alandy's 75 on the last day did
not hurt them. Best individual score for
the league this year was Brian Sullivans
60. Congrats to the winners. We will see
you all in the IM scramble tournament
this friday.

Indoor Soccer

It's horseshoe throwing time.
Perhaps the last event of the semester will

Well, we've come to the end of the
intramural tennis season once again, with
a familiar champion nonetheless. Klaus
Gothardt managed to defeat another
former champion, Juan Dekruyff, after
three sets and three horns of tough
competition. Gothardt lost the first set 57, appearing to be the weaker of.the two
players. But he only gained strength and
stamina from that set to take him through
two more sets rather easily. He hammered
away at Dekruyff in the second set, until
breaking Dekruyff down to win 6-3. He
continued such a strategy through the
match, crushing Dekruyff 6-2 in the third
set. Congratulations to both players, and
Klaus will be the next men's (A) singles
champion on the intramural "Wall of
Fame!"
In the men's (B) playoffs, Dan
McGovern defeated Steven Kul in the
semi's in three sets, 2-6, 6-2, 6-4, advanc
ing him to the finals against Jason
McKenna. McKenna managed to defeat
opponent Brad Oliver after two sets, 7-6
(7-2), 6-2. Competition was intense
during the first set, as it reached tie break.
But, Oliver couldn't keep up with
McKenna,and was crushed 6-2 in the
second. McKenna went on to face
McGovern in the championship match,
where he showed no mercy. He just
pounded McGovern 6-1 in the first set,
proving to be the strongest willed of these
two Irish men.
McKenna will now join Gothardt on
the famous "Wall of Fame" as well.
onship. Valerie Millard unranked and
with no respect all season defeated the
number one seed Tamara Farsadi to
become the new Women's IM tennis
champion. Congratulations!

Play
It
Again
In
The
Fall

First Team
The Im/Recreation department
would like to congratulate and thank all
the sports clubs for a great year. We
would also like to thank Jeremy Boyer for
all his efforts as the as appointed Sports
club coordinator. See you all in the fall.
Men's Rugby
Men's Lacrosse
Women's Lacrosse
Roller Hockey
Cheerleaders
Synchronize swimming
Water Polo
Karate
Snow Skiing
Wrestling
Surf Team
Men's Volleyball

Dave Buether
Todd Tobias
Missy Dye
Tim Metzler
Kass Maniatas
Katy Palmer
Kevin DanJim Kuperstein
Jon Stone
Joe Perez
Caio Travass
Peter Uribe

Remember to leave your sumer addreses at
the IM/Rec office

James Hrzina
Ben Miller
Cameron Peach
Scott Samele
Second Team
Jim Curtis
Steve Freeman
Jason Baker
Brian Lynch

Horseshoes

Break out the
barbeque
it's horseshoe
finals
Whoreshoes. Spike and Mike advanced
to the final round by out tossing Rumney
21-14, 21-3. The Whoreshoes had a long
wait until they finally played I Don't
Know but what we do know is that
Whoreshoes won 21-6, 21-10. The
championships are TBA meaning that if
the teams can get their arms together by
Wednesday of this week we will have a
Tough But Anxious crowd of fans waiting
to watch the championships. All games
played at the IM/Rec world class horse
shoe pits.

MVP- James Hrzina

IM

Sports

Sign Up today for intramural 2x2 Scramble golf tournament
Tomorrow, Friday May 12 is your last chance to play in an IM activity for this year. That's right, the year is almost over. So come join us on the last school day of the
semester to play IM 2x2«Scramble Golf. Men's, women's and mixed teams will tee off at 3:00 at the par 3/4 Tecolote Course. The cost is only $7.00 per player. It takes three
hours to play the course so you ran be done by 6:30 p.m. Sign up today by 6 p.m. at the IM/Rec office. Come on out and enjoy the last day of school.
I,.mi,i,:,

Intramural and
Recreation
wraps it up

Final IM rankings for spring 1995
MEN'S SOFTBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Balls Out
The Last Hurrah
BLAKEMAN
Off The Wall

1.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Shoot 4-2

2.
3.

Taps
NROTC

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

1.

WATER POLO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Midget Tossers
The Big Five
Phi Kapp I
Netted Balls
Los Bajos Cuatros
CO-REC SOCCER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Just Perfect
Lagrimas F.C.
Whereho
Free Agents
Purple Headed Warriors
CO-REC SOFTBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Delta Sigma Pi
Dodebags
Froggie Style
Alpha Kappa Psi
Don't Know Much
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cactus and Coconuts
Beach Bums
Zulus
The Force
Dos R Us
CO-REC FOOTBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Notre D.A.M.E.S.
No Ka Oi
Alpha Kappa Psi
In Fuego
Strap It On

1.
2.
3.

Ruggers
Hosers
Legends of the Game
Little Men/Big Sticks
Jus Prima Nox

2.
3.

MIXED DOUBLES TENNIS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

High Fives
Princeton and Molly
PMS
Low Fives
Valerie and Steve
MEN'S (A) BASKETBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Team Melrose
Holy Ducks
Phi Kap A
Dream Team II
Chiquita
MEN'S (B) BASKETBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forty in Hand
FratBoysS...
Team High
Ox 45
Doom On You
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We Kneed Pads
Flying Grasshoppers
Rippers
Bischman
Morning Corn
FAC/STAFF BASKETBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Business Prophets
Art and Sciences
Let's Jam
P/P Bailers
Sports Center

Phi Kappa Theta
Stuffin A Tube
Still Regulating
MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Untouchables
Reservoir Dogs F.C.
EIRedano
Sigma Chi
The Shockers
MEN'S (A) TENNIS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Juan Dekruyff
Klaus Gothardt
Kris Alandy
Paul Niebisch
Paul Sumagaysay
MEN'S (B) TENNIS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Jason McKenna
Dan McGovern
Brad Oliver
Steven Kul
WOMEN'S TENNIS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Valerie Millard
Tamara Farsadi
Julia Farsadi
Julie Shepherd
HORSESHOES

1.
2.
3.
4.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY

4.
5.
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Whoreshoes
Spike and Mike
I Don't Know
Rumney
TEAM GOLF

1.
2.
3.

Karakas/Alandy
Sullivan/Dufrene
Simpson/Shutak

Notable Awards
Anthony Lindsey
He can do it all award
Not only was he Mr. Basketball, but he
supervised innertube water polo, played
flag football, supervised speed soccer and
scorekept at many games. We never did
find out if he could swim
Mike Wohlbach
Legend on wheels

Not only took over the flag football
league, but helped establish the roller
hockey club. Coached them to a great
first year season
Jody Dawson
Keep on moving award

Miss aerobics. Has taught more aerobic
classes here at USD than anyone else in
the history of USD aerobics
Heather Watson
It's always fun award

Heather not only promoted all the IM
events but she attempted to participate in
them all. Bowling was her forte.
Nicole Suder
Tennis is a racket award
Who else but Nicol to write all those
tennis articles. She also worked all our
special events.

The IM/Rec department would
like to thank all those who have worked
and participated in the IM/Rec program
this year. A1 of your efforts, time
commitment and imput have helped to
make this a very successful year. The IM/
Rec program had over 4500 participants
this year in the IM leagues and special
events. There were over 300 participants
in sports clubs and 1029 students enrolled
in recreation classes. With your help, we
were able to offer 39 IM leagues, 9 special
events and 77 recreation classes.
We also would like to thank all the
participants for your sportsmanship,
fellowship and enthusiasm. Enjoy the
summer, we will see you next year.
Senior
IM Supervisor
Senior
Mo Chavez
IM Supervisor
Senior
Nicole Suder
IM Special Events
Senior
Hale Yahyapour IM Sports Center Supervisor
Staff
Michael Wolbach
IM Supervisor
Alumnus
Neal Curry
IM Supervisor
Soph.
Jeremy Boyer
Sports Club Coordinator

Noah Stanley

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Soph.
Promotions
Junior
Anthony Lindsey IM Supervisor
Soph.
Maccair Kelly
IM Supervisor
Law
Yew Hong
IM Supervisor
Soph.
Priscilla
Villanueva
IM Typist
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Watch for these
IM sports in the
fall
Men's/Women's Flag Football
Corec 4x4 Team Volleyball
M/W Speed Soccer
M/W 3x3 Basketball
2x2 Scramble golf tournament
Men's Slow Pitch Softball
Corec Four Pitch Softball
M/W Floor Hockey
Innertube Water Polo
2x2 Team Tennis
2x2 Beach Volleyball
Corec 5x5 Basketball
Corec Speed Soccer
4x4 Bowling tournament
Men's/Women's Singles Tennis
3 Mile Turkey Trot

New Recreation Classes
for fall 95
Archery
Fencing
Swim Conditioning
Swimming Skills

Sign up now

Heather Watson -

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Notable Awards
Ben Miller
Launch it award
For most lost soccer balls in one season.
Steve Foreland
Law IM Sportsman of the year

For his enthusiasm, fairness and desire to
have a good time. Steve played hard,
complimented opponents and retaliated
only with goals.
Noah Stanley
IM Male Employee of the year

Noah did it all not only this year but over
the last four years here. He was respected
by players and co-workers alike. He will
be missed.
Maccaire Kelly
IM Female Employee of the Year

Maccaire's enthusiasm and fairness made
her a natural pick for this year
Mo Chavez
Degree in landscaping

Mo has dragged and leveled the Softball
field more than anyone in the history of
Softball. He also qualified for the most
frugal award by allowing teams to use
only one softball all season
Ryan Pie Pietranton
Mr. Per fect
'
For making only one mistake all year

IM
Says
Thank
You
for
a
Great
Year
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Congratulations Seniors!

Costs: (20% off w/student ID)
125 characters, 1 week — $7; 2 weeks — $10
each additional 20 characters ~ $2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
• All classifieds due by 5 p.m., Friday prior to print
• Purchase at UC ticket window or call 260-4714
• Late submissions subject to 40% service charge

Types of Classifieds:
Personals
For Sale
Rentals/Roommates
Employment
Wanted.
Services
Announcements
Greeks

SERVICES
SCHOLARSHIP SEARCHES
$65- Nation's largest find, aid
database. Grants, loans, work
studies. Accurate. Up-to-date!
Money-back-guarantee! Call:
Dollars-For-Scholars 488-1638
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in FREE financial aid is
now available from private sector
grants & Scholarships. All students
are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us
help you. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F59791

ROOMMATE NEEDED- Respon
sible female roomate wanted,
student or young professional, own
bath, large closet, garage, on sail
. \JA iirjjjjj.es,, d_enas.it, assume
lease. $415/ Call 274-6171
RENTAL- '95-96 School Year
Rental. So Mission. 732 Deal Ct.
#B. By owner. 2 BR/2BA/2 levels
plus 3 decks. Parking. Furnished.
Fireplace. $1300 mo. plus deposit.
488-2867 or 259-6915
BEACH HOUSE- Roommates
needed. Large Spacious place on
Oceanfront Walk. 3BR/2BA.
Parking. $300-400 month, Neg.
Single or double 488-1114.
SUMMER RENTAL AT
MISSION— Nice, clean place.
Own bedroom. Live with one other
roommate. For June, July, $August. $400/mo. w/ parking. Call
Chris at 488-8341
ROOMMATE WANTED — So.
Mission apt. 2BD/2BA. Clean.
Good Sized, secure building,
amenities. $425 per month. + 1/2
Utilities. 488-6641
OCEAN BEACH—4838 Santa
C r uz#B. Large 2BD/2BA w/2 car
tandem pkg. Dishwasher, Wash/Dry
in complex. $660/mo. Cassidy 275LIST.
PRESIDIO PLACE—5665 Friars
Rd. #214. Dual master bedroomfurnished $1050 unfurnished $975.
Rqtball/Jacuzzi/Pool. Cassidy 275LIST.
NEW CONDO— Mission Valley.
3BD/2BA. Great view. Own room.
Underground parking, non smoker,
no pets, all amenities. $600(neg).
Call Jeff 296-1207

•MPLOYMENT

I

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment
available. No experience neces
sary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C59791
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK- Make up to $2,000 $4,000+/mo. teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many
employers provide room & board +
other benefits. No teaching back
ground or Asian languages re
quired. For information call: (206)
632-1146 ext. J59792.
SUMMER JOBS- Roughing It
Day Camp. Hiring full season:
Group Counselors; Instructors:
horseback riding/swim/fish/canoe/
sports/crafts/row/Ad venture. Refs/
Exper/Excel DMV. Call 510-2833795 for info.
SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
1995 — Competitive, ambitious,
undergrads being interviewed for
special program. $5900 per summer
avg. + 3 hrs of college credit. Call
Warner at 488-3177. THE SOUTH
WESTERN CO.
CRISIS! — Only 20% of Graduat
ing Seniors have career offers.
Reason: NO WORK EXPERI
ENCE! Now interviewing for
Summer Work. $1,950 per mo. avg
+ 3 hrs. college credit. Call 4883177. The Southwestern CO.
YOUTH MINISTER/
REL.Ed.Coord(Gr. 7-12)- FT.
Must have BA w/extended
coursework in yth ministry or Rel.
Studies. 800 family parish needs
motivated, creative & organized
individual for an established youth
program. Salary $18-24K. Send
Resume to: Holy Spirit Catholic
Church Yth. Minister Search Comm,
c/o Geri Nickels, 1707 S. Penn PI.,
Kennewick, WA 99337.
HEAD START- Three year old
environmental Co. currently expand
ing into San Diego. Looking for
Quality people to take on P/T and F/
T positions. Career Opp. Call 6580528
MODEL ARTS- looking for pro
motion, print, and hair models.
Some jobs are well paid. Ask for
Peggy. 296-2373.

IeMPLOYMENT

I ANNOUNCEMENTS

MUSIC INDUSTRY- Music
industry internship-National Concert
Promotion/Marketing Co. in LA
seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING
intern for San Diego Area. Soph, or
above. Know your market well, be
very into music. Call ASAP (213)
368-4738.
STUDENTS NEEDED- for new
sales company for East County
Area. PT/FT/. Training provided. No
exp. nec. 447-7107 for appointment.
TELEMARKETING— Exciting,
fast paced paging firm seeks aggres
sive, outgoing, upbeat telemarketer
to introduce our service to clients.
Flexible hours. No selling. Great
pay ($8/hr.) and bonus structure.
Comfortable, upscale UTC office.
Call 622-8927.

FAST FUNDRAISER- Raise $500
in 5 days - Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated individuals. Fast, Easy No financial obligation. (800) 7753851 Ext. 33.
FUNDRAISER
Exclusively for fraternities,
soroities, & student organizations.
Earn money without spending a
dime. Just 3-5 days of your time.
A little work...a lot of money. Call
for info. No obligation. 1-800-9320528, ext. 65

'A NVjsr,
VOCALIST/SINGER- For comple
tion of band. Influences-80's UK
Alternative-The Smiths, Pretenders,
The The, Stone Roses. Call Dean
484-COKE or Gino 484-1965.
HELP WANTED- Person needed
for P.R. at El Tecolote Restaurant &
Bar. $$$ (fun job). Ricardo 2957793 9:00am to 2:00pm.
GOODIES W/O GUILT- No-Fat
& Lo-Fat Cookies. Seeks Enterpris
ing Student 4 Part:Time Sales.
We're an innovative, womanowned company. 415/896-1722.

FOR SALE
STEREO RECEIVER—
Technics 190W, Surround, para
metric EQ 6 channel 24 preset.
$200 obo. Call Bryan 222 1773/
message.

EUROPE $249 o/w
CARIBBEAN/MEXICO $249 r/t
NYC $129 o/w
If you can beat these prices start •
your own damn airline!
Air-Tech West (310) 472-0866
info@aerotech.com

Tired of Being Charged An
Arm And A Leg To Have
Your Term Paper Typed
Professionally?
Then Give ME A Call!
Papers Prepared on Microsoft
Windows!
Reasonable Rates ($1.50 pg.)
Can Also Assist in Research De
sign, Statistics & Bibliography.
Call Don at
(619) 294-8458.
TRAVELING— summer travel?
Get a hostelling International
Membership & Stay At 5000
Hostels Worldwide. Call 338-9981
or Council Travel, 270-6404

Answers to
page 1'4 crossword
CLAM

CANON STARWRITER— Word
Processor. Like New. All instruc
tions and Font Disc included. Rea
sonably priced. Call 270-7920

•••B
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•
•
•
•

Lettermnn Jackets
Cheerleading Uniforms
Drill Team Uniforms
Dance Apparel
4133 Taylor Street in Old Town
Open Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 12-3

299-7222
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Not another game of Monopoly
Corporate domination of media is a game where only viewers lose
Simone Farah
Staff Writer
Help! 61 Television channels
from which to choose.
Sounds like a lot of choices, but
is it really? The invention of cable
gives society choice, but not neces
sarily diversity.
There maybe tons of shows avail
able, such as "Melrose," "Party of
Five," "ER," "Cops," "Dateline"
and "Seinfeld," but the ideals and
purpose of the shows basically stay
the same.
While the number of channels
have dramatically increased, due to
the invention of cable, that doesn't
mean the same for diversity of pro
gramming.
Ak choices increase, whether it
be in TV programming, magazines,
newspapers or books, the number
of mass media corporate owners
have decreased.
In past years, 46 corporations
dominated the mass media. Today
that number has dwindled to 23.
Firm concentration limits con
tent diversity, according to Dr.
David Sullivan of USD's commu
nication studies department. "The
fewer number of people who run

the media the fewer voices heard,"
he said. Corporations create fads,
consumerism and almost every other
aspect of society.
Three corporations controlled the
business of 11,000 magazines in
1988, according to media theorist
Ben Bagdikian. Some of the most
powerful names include Time
Warner Inc., Gannett Company,
Paramount Pictures, and NewsCor
poration Ltd., owned by Rupert
Murdoch.
To fully understand what is known
as the political economy of mass
media, one must understand the
political economy of modern cul
ture. The media reflects society and
the contradictions that lie within the
ideology of media are also embed
ded into the political-economic
structure of society as well.
According to the political-eco
nomic approach, there are several
contradictions within the economic
and ideological structure of society
and society must learn to except
these contradictions in orderfor our
super structure to remain stable.
According to Dr. Dan Hallin, a
communication studies professor at
the University of California at San
Diego, goals of the media have

changed over the past two genera
tions. These goals have changed
from providing information for the
public in order for them to partici
pate in a democratic society, to a
market-driven business where the
bottom line is profit rather than pub
lic service. And profit in mass
media channels is rooted in adver
tising.
Attracting advertisers means ap
pealing to an audience with pur
chasing power. Eighty percent of
newspaper, 50 percent of maga
zines and all of television revenues
come from ads. Regardless of the
reportedly negative effects of com
mercials, the media world avoids
biting the hand that feeds it at all
costs.
Bagdikian gave a political ex
ample. "When they have to choose
between, on the one hand, candi
dates who will dispense govern
mental favors in the form of corpo
rate taxes and relaxed businessregu
lation, or, on the other hand, candi
dates who support Freedom of In
formation Act, the record is not
encouraging," he said.
Media's bottom line is profit.
As a result, the audience only sees

see MONOPOLY on page H
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The search for our lost community and identity
Marny Harksen
Asst. News Editor
You might never have heard Mary Mahy's
story— -that of a homeless mother who was
able to start her life over and is now helping
other homeless people to get a second chance.
Mahy and the others who want to tell their
important life experiences have to wait and
hope that some publisher or producer will
listen to them. For now, their stories can't be
told because agents and other media execu
tives don't feel that there is an audience that
cares to know about the winners and losers in
their community.
Media professionals and communication
studies professors agree that under the media's
money- conscious care, the idea and sense of
community is deteriorating in today's soci
ety.
In a recent panel discussion at USD, Rob
ert Lucas, a media theorist, explained how
important the idea of community is to the
individual. "Community defines and affirms
our identity. We must define our identities in
multi-communities," he said.
In order for a community to be stable, the
individuals of that community must explain
the stories <?f why things are the way they are,
according to Lucas. "Communities provide a
metaphysics of what is real and what is not
real," he said."Communities must inscribe to
the individual that they are a member."
Dan Erwin, host of the local radio pro
gram "These Days" on KPBS radio, feels that
the media has played a large part in the break
down of communities in San Diego. Erwin

Dr. David Sullivan talked about print media at a recent
USD conference about changing community idenities
said that though the San Diego community
has always been multicultural, the media
does not promote culture of all kinds. This in
turn furthers the gap between each culture
and causes the loss of a holistic community.
"Public broadcasting's mission is educa
tion. To reach inner-city impoverished chil
dren and expose them to the arts and humani
ties," said Erwin.
"People become part of a nation through
mass media," said Dr. Dan Hallin, a commu
nication studies professor at UCSD. As a
result of big businesses buying out smaller

competition — specifically locally run news
papers — these newspapers are shifting away
from public affairs and community issues to.
those of entertainment. "[These transfers]
change our senseof who we are and separates
our community into niche markets," Hallin
said.
This furthers the separation of the various
economic classes. The upper class will re
ceive serious news while the lower class will
receive little notice of public affairs. Hallin
cited examples such as "Nightline" for the
upper class and "Hard Copy" for the lower

classes.
Dr. David Sullivan, an assistant professor
of communication studies at USD, agreed
that the media has had a hand in the loss of
communities. "The values of the community
are not being reflected in the print media,"
said Sullivan, who believes that big business
makes it hard for the small papers to survive.
This cross media has "dehumanized its work
ers and leaders," he said.
But all hope is not lost for San Diego
communities. Since the problem was first
recognized, there have been steps to improve
the situation.
Lucas feels that in order to repair commu
nities, society must first define the modern
communities and understand their values.
Erwin's radio program that deals with
issues surrounding San Diego has adjusted
its format to include new topics that affect
the majority of people living here. There are
also segments that deal with the experiences
of other cultures. Erwin describes this as
"education for all people."
According to Sullivan, representation is a
key concept for news media and communica
tion "It is entirely important for the journalist
to understand the community they work in,"
he said. The newspaper should represent the
people, he added.
Computer technology is also reflecting
the need to strengthen our communities. CDROMs, which will allow access to all media
information, will soon be available in kiosks
at places like Horton Plaza.
There is also a database network in progress

see SEARCH on page H
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Is any news bad news?
Heather Nelson
Staff Writer
Those who regularly watch television news may be sur
prised to find that, on average, the amount of news in a halfhour would fit into just two columns in the New York Times.
By the time commercials, weather and sports are sched
uled, the audience receives only about 10 minutes of "real
news.
The "quick fix" offered TV news appeals to Americans —
busy people who want to know the most in the least amount
of time.
In this electronic age, it is natural to become impatient with
the time it takes to read the newspaper or a magazine.
According to TV consultants, the public wants visual "news
experiences" more than knowledge of the facts.
But by catering to the increasingly fickle American public,
TV has come dangerously close to losing its credibility. The
process by which something is deemed "newsworthy" has
continued to sink to new levels It is sometimes difficult to tell
the local evening broadcast apart from a TV tabloid.
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"It's important to realize that
nothing is fabricated, but time
constraints don't allow the sta
tions to present all aspects of the
story."
— Vicki Brienza
Senior

These issues should cause us to question how "real" the
news really is. Does it really tell us what we need to know?
Can we trust it to give us the facts? Can we trust ourselves to
analyze and interpret it? How can we learn about "the rest of
the story"?
The public doesn't seem to notice the difference, and,
according to marketing surveys, is enjoying the new, increas
ingly entertaining news.
The newsworthiness of TV stories is supposed to be
determined by a set of standard criteria: timeliness, proxim
ity, prominence, consequence and human interest.
Increasingly, and to the surprise of many Americans, TV
news is now often decided by economics.
Most journalists agree that economics affects what is
covered. If a story is too expensive to cover, it may be
ignored.
For example, an investigative report which requires time,
personnel and other resources would have lower priority than
an easy-to-cover and visually "pleasing" house fire.
As local TV stations compete for ratings, TV news direc
tors most likely will choose to cover a story with visual appeal
over another equally important but "image-impaired" event.
Economics also determine the sources of our news. Con
tinuing hardships in the competitive TV news industry have
led to the "buying" of footage and stories from other net
works and outside sources. This means that we are seeing the
"real" news second- and even third- hand.
Also, news from these sources is deliberately general,
designed to appeal to the widest of audiences. News of this
kind often caters to human interest rather than presenting

Senior Adria Sandroni, pictured here (above) at KNSD, is one of the many
USD students who have internships at local news stations and have learne a
great deal about the reliability of the information provided by television news

So what do these interns suggest can be done? How should
allow the stations to present all aspects of the story."
the TV news be viewed? Sandroni, Brienza, Hill and
So how is "pertinent" news determined? Matt Hill an
McClellan all agreed that watching the news is helpful, but
intern at KGTV, said, "The news is produced by real people
that no one should rely on just
"boring" facts.
(
withdifferentpersonalities.
These issues should provoke questions about how real
^™ one medium for information.
the news is. Does it really tell us what an information-seeking What they present is true,
Watching a half-hour of TV
audience needs to know? Can it be trusted to give the facts? but everyone involved in "Many people just swallow what
where only limited informa
Can the audience trust themselves to analyze and interpret it? TV news has biases and
tion can be presented doesn't
feelings about what has they see on the news as the final
How can that audience learn about "the rest of the story?
make an informed person.
word. The news is real, but it is
Adria Sandroni, an intern at KNSD, warned people to happened."
When one considers the
Individual style also en
consider the limitations of TV. "Many people just swallow
competition
between stations,
definitely fluffed."
what they see on the news as the final word," she said. "When ters into the picture. "Each
the personalities of reporters,
I go out on a story, the two hours we may tape is reduced to reporter has his own style,
— Adria Sandroni producers and anchors; and the
a 'package' of only a few minutes, and then editors and and that can determine the
Senior time constraints involved in
producers try to give the station a unique angle on the story. slant on a story," Hill said.
producing a "simple" half-hour
Brad McClellan, also at
The news is real, but it is definitely fluffed.
of TV news, it is easy to see
Vicki Brienza has interned for over two years at KNSD, KGTV, agreed with the
that the news can only be "real" to a certain extent.
and has been involved with production for daytime news, other interns that the audience definitely is not in touch with
Sandroni called the TV news a 'vitamin supplement,
what is real. "You'd be surprised at the number of calls we
evening news and sports assignments. She agreed that time
implying that it should not be relied upon as our only source
receive about the anchors," he said.
is a major factor in what the public sees.
"People don't realize that the reporters write the stories, of information nourishment.
Brienza explained the process of television news: Report
So, the news is real, the TV stations do the best job possible
ers take the most important facts of a story, and give them to and the anchors only read them," McClellan continued. We within the constraints of their medium. The responsibility for
the assignment editor, who determines the most interesting also get a lot of criticism abut how the anchors look on the the truth lies with the viewer. But how real is the TV news0
screen. People take the wrapping too seriously and don trely
' a n d pertinent stories of the day," she said. "It's important to
Ultimately, with a flip of the dial, the viewer decides.
realize that nothing is fabricated, but time constraints don t enough on the content of the news."
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, CQ I'm an MTV junkie. Yes, it's
• ^ ^ true. I love to watch it... in fact,
P ^
MTV is the only thing I watch.
My roommates, you see, they
don't like it. They don't understand it; they
despise MTV.
All semester I've had to fight for my MTV,
stealing the remote and changing the channel
when they drop their defenses just to get a
glimpse of Tabitha or see the latest B uzz Clip.
But not tonight. Tonight it's just MTV and
me. No more deprivation. My roommates
are gone and I'm gonna watch.
I'm gonna watch all night until I under
stand my fascination and our obsession with
this window to mass culture. I'm not gonna
leave, I'm not gonna change the channel. Just
me and MTV. I'll be the guinea pig for my
generation.
You see, I know MTV. And MTV knows
me. I'm a communication studies major,
with a mass media emphasis, and have been
trained to recognize its power and limita
tions. Yeah, I am consciousof the images, the
sounds and the intention of the network. I
can't be fooled. I laugh with MTV.

I've known MTV since its inception, when
the innovative network hit the airwaves with
the video "Video Killed the Radio Star." My
older brother turned me on to MTV when I
was just 10.
I know MTV even better than the average
critic. You see, I've been behind the screen
and into its brain. I know its dirty secrets.
I know that the Spring Break show was
carefully structured and every detail was
planned, including orchestrating on command
the screams of college students having a good
time. I was here in San Diego with MTV to
witness it.
I was in Aspen, Co., where I saw the
producers of the winter party, "Mt. MTV",
tightly screen the audience for attractive
people and politely ask the ugly ones to leave.
I know that the hit dance show, "The Grind,"

operates like a movie that requires countless
takes to get thedesired effect of adance party.
MTV is an illusion.
Even though I'm enlightened to its prob
lems, I love to watch MTV. The feeling I get
when I watch is like nothing else. I become
intoxicated by the whole atmosphere.
I am, however, bitter at the network. The
channel that faithfully pushed the liberal air
waves with their willingness to discuss taboo
subjects like interracial and homosexual rela
tionships has fallen captive to conservative
corporations and its messages. MTV sold its
soul, but I'm here to save it.
I get my first taste of MTV's
So-Called
Life." This is teenage wasteland
in a parent's wet dream. It's a hip Cleaver
M

/P.M. latest show, "My

AN MTV JUNKIE
GETS HIS FIX AND
LEARNS THE IMPACT
THE CHANNEL HAS
ON HIS GENERATION.
BY TIM LYNCH

PHOTOS BY HECTOR ROBERTS

family where the parents have tattoos, make
love and understand the problems of teenage
angst.
The kids are cool. They wear cool clothes,
have perfect skin, deal with real problems
like drugs and alcohol, and call their parents
by their first name.
Then come the commercials which flow at
the same exhausting pace as the rest of the
channel, but I'm ready for them.
The first attack is an MTV promo for the
new show "Sand Blast." The gap-toothed
and shaved-head host Peter King, tries to
intimidate me into watching but I can't be
fooled. I know you, Peter. You were in a
Christian rock group before you converted to
commercialism and took the role amongst the
vee-jay gods. MTV, I know you too.
I fend off the next blitzkrieg of soft drink

and hair care commercials in the same man
ner, using my education and wit to expose
them for what they are: messages of evil.

7

, f Q Back to the show. I observe that
• ' ^ the white kids and black kids are
P ^
hanging out. There is no borders,
no prejudices. Thanks, MTV.

8P.M. Despite my need for the daily

fix, I realize that this is my first
look at the "Music News" in a while — over
two weeks. My heart is beating in unison with
the sounds of broadcast signals that radiate
from the MTV logo on the screen. I passively
wade through this time, through the commer
cial flood, knowing I could easily dismantle
them in my critical analysis.
Kurt Loder, MTV's Tom Brokaw, begins

Special Section • E

his monologue, taking me into the world of
music underground where only MTV can go.
Although his short hair and clean-cut look
assure me that he is a reputable journalist, it
seems that the only information I ever receiv
on the "Music News" is the latest arrest (
another black artist. Today is no different

8:09

The videos start. I was wond
ing if the station even pla>
P IUI
music anymore, and if the ca>
*
' M in its logo now stood for
chandising. The progressi
videos is a fade from black, starting
TLC, then Hootie and the Blowfish. an
the strikingly white group of Van Hair
I barely recognize Van Halen. The
have short hair and Eddy Van Halen has a
goatee. There's no splatter paint guitar, no
high tops or faded blue jeans. They look too
pretty, too clean, and too sober. I slouch
deeper into my couch because one of rock
and roll's premier bands has broken its spirit
and conformed.

see VIDEO on page F
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Students try to explore new 'Frontiers'

• Binational Binacom encounter proves lesson in communication
Carli Barnett
Staff Writer
Recognizing that the world is fast becom
ing a one-world nation and global village, the
sixth-annual Binational Binacom Encounter
took place April 21- 22 at San Diego City
College.
The program, called Frontiers in Commu
nication, is an annual event designed to bring
together college students interested in massmedia issues from both the United States and
Mexico in hope of integrating, educating and
preparing them for the future.
Learning how to bond and cooperate be
tween cultures was the specific purposeof the
Binational Encounters.
"We feel communications faculty in this
region has a responsibility to bring together
students who are the future communicators in
our countries, so that they will understand the
neighboring country and be able to place
communication in a context that is accurate
and fair," said Binacom president Barbara
Hartung.
The central idea of the convention was to
discuss the future of the media with the gen
eration who will be controlling it. The con
vention illustrated the importance of unify
ing and integrating different cultures and
countries in a positive way.
In addition to USD, participating schools
included San Diego City College, South
western College, Centra Universitario de
Tijuana, Universidad Autonoma de Baja
California-Mexicali and Tijuana, Universidad
Iberoamericana, SDSU, UCSD, Palomar
College and the Universidad de Sonora.
"I am interested in the [student] videos,
and all the student work," said USD junior
Amanda Canelakes, who was attending the
seminar as an assignment for a communica
tion studies class.
Like many at the event, Canelakes wanted
catch a glimpse of opportunities in her future
career.
Speakers included Luis Valdez, creator of
"La Bamba" and "Zoot Suit," and Carmen
Cuenca, cultural attache, to the Consulate
General of Mexico.
Valdez gave a passionate speech about the
hardships he faced while climbing the ladder
of the movie industry. "You got to believe in
yourself, you are the authority!" he said. The

•VIDEO
continued from page E
MTV moves fast, so you better
be able to keep up. Bands must
have a marketable image and be
willing to transform it, no matter
how many multiple facelifts the im
age has to undergo.
MTV doesn't allow you to grow
old, nor does it hang around to give
you a kiss in the morning. The
MTV machine will chew you up
and spit you out. Just ask Martha
Quinn.
8:33 p.m. I dig to find the MTV I
once knew. The MTV that was
innovative, the MTV whose images
and sounds had cultural signifi
cance, not just commercial value.
After searching for a while, I see
subtle hints of integrity, but I'm
regretfully suspicious that every bit
is a only well-thought marketing
ploy.
8:46 p.m. The channel races along
at light speed while I struggle to
keep up with the images. As com
mander of the ship and with the
remote in my hand, I order MTV to

A photography exhibit was part of the Binacom conference, "Frontiers in Communica
tion," held at San Diego City College last month for American and Mexican students
of unity between the cross-border students,
theater boomed many times with applause.
While Valdez spoke, he rapidly switched according some onlookers.
Valdez created an odd mood when he
between Spanish and English. Small radio
presented
the audience with this statement:
like translators, complete with earphones,
"There
are
only four cuisine's in the world,
were provided for those in the audience who
did
you
know
that? There is the French
were not bilingual. Unfortunately, the con
school,
which
is
everything including the
nection was weak and broke half way through
Italian
school.
There
is the Chinese, which
the talk and only bilingual students were able
includes
everything
Asian.
There is the Ara
to fully grasp his concepts.
bic-Middle
Eastern-African
school. And then
Despite the technical problems, Valdez
there's
the
Mexican
school.
And the Mexi
exuded a tremendous amount of confidence
can
school
is
everything
from
the Polynesian
and energy, and he captivated his audience.
era,
all
the
way
down
to
the
tip of South
When Valdez used inspiring quotes such
America
...
so,
these
are
four
kitchens,
four
as "Use what you have, believe in what you
cuisines.
And
Mexico
is
a
culture
because
it
are," the entire audience applauded. "No
is
a
truly
indigenous
America..."
one's gonna give you a free ride," he re
Valdez provoked some hostility from the
minded them.
audience,
as many became defensive and
If he had continued to inspire the audience
disillusioned
with his credibility.
like that, Valdez would have created a sense

stop but it zooms on with the speed
of the Millennium Falcon.
The camera shakes, pans and
twists over beautiful bodies, never
focusing long enough where I want
it to. Fashion commercials and
anti-pimple products torture me like
slow drops of water tapping my

and stare at meas if they know what
I'm doing.
After some time of passively ab
sorbing the flickering screen, I move
back intothe critical mode. None of
the videos even remotely make
sense. I'm convinced there is no
theme, no story, no message.

Erin, a USD student who declined to give
her last name, was disturbed by Valdez's
comments and noted the irony within his
reported bias. "[The purpose of the seminar]
is.to merge the two cultures, not separate and
compare them," she said.
Panel speaker Cuenca spoke of the future
of movies in Mexico. She expressed concern
about the lack of money available to movie
makers in Mexico.
According to Cuenca, though the typical
budget of the Mexican movie has been much
smaller than that of U.S. movies, their con
tent and quality has always been good. With
the future budget of potential Mexican films,
what makes money, or what it is expected to
do so. The figures vary, but in general, 50
percent of the movie industry's profit comes

9:03 p.m. MTV vee-jayBill Belamy
introduces another set of videos with
just the right blend of the suburbs
and hip-hop in his voice to make
him understood and non threaten
ing to everyone watching.
9:15 p.m. Being the politically cor-

The images dance in my head,
while I lay lifeless on the couch.
They come like thoughts but even
faster. This isn't post modern
ism, this is crap!
Everyone's having a great time,
|eating chips and sipping Mouni tain Dew.

I

forehead. The repetitive use of the
word "healthy" causes my stomach
to cringe.
As the videos continue to play, I
make the observation that few of
the artists bother to sing the words
anymore. Most of them don't even
have a band or any instruments in
theirvideos. Theyjustmovearound

8:52 p.m. The images dance in my
head, while I lay lifeless on the
couch. They come like thoughts
but even faster. This isn't post
modernism, this is crap!
Everyone's having a great time,
eating chips and sipping Mountain
Dew.

rect network, MTV is practicing
integration. Rock videos, R&B and
rap videos stand side by side in the
line up, forcing the viewer to toler
ate them or change the channel. I
tell myself it's not a clever market
ing strategy, it's MTV's attempt at
reforming society.
MTV can change the world. It

see BINACOM on page H
has embarked on a path to socially
responsible programming. The antiracism campaign "Free Your Mind"
was a brave and sincere attempt at
sending positive messages and ad
dressing a serious social ill that
plagues our society.
"Choose or Lose," MTV's po
litical campaign, encouraged its
viewers to take a more active role in
government. MTV has guts, hail
MTV.
9:18 p.m. Tom Petty is the coolest.
He gazes at me with that
troublemaking smile while he
strums his guitar. I sing along with
childhood fantasiesfinishing Petty' s
simple rhythms. I love MTV.
9:45 p.m. No, it's not true. The
band Live and their latest video,
"Lighting Crashes," have become
number one on the countdown and
MTV's latest headliner in its vi
cious cycle of video rotation.
It hurts me even more than usual
this time because the band was a
favorite of mine, one I had been
following for years before MTV

see VIDEO on page H
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Modern justice, by media
• When the press becomes lawyer, is the audience
Heather Nelson
Staff Writer
Bobbitt. Menendez. Buttafucco. King. O.J.
These names and others involved in "popular
trials" are indelibly imprinted on society's
minds. Why? Because they are part of a
frightening phenomenon in modern society:
the trial-by-media.
Trial-by-media signifies the end of justice
as it has been known. Now, instead of trust
ing the courts to deliver justice, the audience
judges for themselves the "evidence" pre
sented by the media: sensationalized snap
shots and sound bites.
In responding to the American obsession
with popular trials, the media has effectively
reversed the "innocent until proven guilty"
principle that has been such a source of pride.
Through media coverage of popular trials,
those seen as threatening the status quo are
depicted in ways that leave the uninformed
public no choice but to presume their guilt.
Local cases, such as the trial of Dale Akiki,
show how the media can shape public percep
tion about truth by focusing on the defendant
rather than the facts.
Akiki, who was eventually acquitted of
child molestation, had only the media to
thank for their portrayal of him as a monster
due to a facial disfigurement.
Concern about the repercussions of popu
lar trials led Dr. Larry Williamson of USD's
communication studies department to pub
lish an article on the trial-by-media phenom
enon. He also presented his work to a student
and faculty forum.
Williamson's opinion of the media's role
in these famous cases is anything but favor
able. "The popular trial is a bastardization of
the formal trial," he said. "The rhetoric of the
news has become more powerful than the
dialectic of the courtroom."
The televising of courtroom trials was a
major step in creating the American addic
tion to the trial-by-media circus. Although
lawyers complained even in the 1800s that
the press was a nuisance, they would no doubt
be appalled at how television has distorted
the justice process.

how, in the face of "boring" trial procedure
and evidence, the media has focused upon
characters.
The victims of the Simpson case have been
portrayed in a variety of ways, and the audi
ence has even been shown home videos of
O.J. and Nicole. By choosing which images
to sell to the public, media takes the focus
away from the trial and the crime and uses it
as a lens with which to view American soci
ety, according to Williamson.
This focus on the character and lifestyle of
popular trial participants makes the guilt or
innocence of the defendant somewhat irrel
evant. What happens to the individual is
underplayed in favor of what the verdict
means to society.
In the Simpson case, Williamson main
tains, "O.J. becomesa stylized representation
of the African-American male who
made it in the white world by
playing sports only to be
defeated by his own 'in
ner-city' shortcomings.
He is not O.J. Simpson
the individual, he is
the African-Ameri
can hero-athleteeveryman."
Part of the guilt
for the sensation
alism of popular tri
als
belongs
to
televisionshows. "L.A.
Law," "Matlock," "Perry Ma
son" and other shows which em
hance courtroom drama create an
unrealistic expectation in the Ameri
can public about what to expect from
courtroom coverage. When real-life
courtroom proceedings are seen, the au
dience is disappointed that the events are
so "normal."
But the media steps in to fill the gap
between expectations and reality — they go
in search of greater meaning. The Rodney
King trial was surrounded by such activity
that the media was able to create the dramatic
tension the public wanted to see — they
polarized the participants, and portrayed the

?

of the accused or accuser. This, when a closeup of a real trial participant fails toexhibit the
proper depth we see insincerity."
Williamson went on to say that this expec
tation for emotional displays has been cre
ated by television and movie trial dramas.
Society feels sympathy for someone who
breaks down and cries, and is suspicious of
anyone who is less emotional than expected.
Again, Simpson's case provides a example:
his lack of grief when details of his exwife's murder were presented convinced
many of his guilt.
Popular trials and the media cover
age given to them help society purge
its guilt, Williamson said. He noted
the example of the Rodney King
trial: "We felt guilty about the
violence and anomie that African-Ameri-

and gone, and the end of the trial is yet to be
seen.
Williamson lamented the shift from con
ventional trials. "The moral lessons of the
popular trial are clearly subordinated to the
pursuit of ratings: trial coverage and its styl
ized cousins, books and made for television
movies are first and foremost commodities."
Williamson's final words on the subject
reflected a growing opinion of the media's
priorities: "Commerce is more important
than justice."
In part, the Founding Fathers built in free
dom of the press to guarantee justice for
Americans. The media, in days gone by,
was the conscience of America,and looked
out for the citizens' well-being by expos
ing fraud and making sure the "whole truth
and nothing but the truth" was heard.
In today's society, it is media which has
become the fraud, presenting that which
sells before the "whole truth." Television
coverage of the "popular trial" is the most
glaring example of how media interferes

I

Prosecutor Marsha Clark
When trials used to be attended by newspa
per reporters only, at least the public got more
of the facts, and any images of the trial were
restricted to sketches by courtroom artists.
The public was left to form their own impres
sions.
Now, as Willliamson observed, "Com
plex and oftentimes tedious activity is re
duced to dramatic representation; an entire
day of testimony in a conspiracy trial is
reduced to a carefully orchestrated and edited
set of compelling scenes flashed to us during
a 90-second segment on the evening news.
While the legal process is concerned with
the character of its participants in establish
ing credibility, the media is obsessed with it.
The O.J. Simpson trial is an example of

Defendant O.J. Simpson
trial as symbolic of a common struggle in
America: the African-American against the
white establishment.
According to Williamson, in this and most
other popular trials, "oppositional images
were stylized and exaggerated to create the
kind of pleasing dramatic tension that sells
news stories."
The media has many ways of influencing
perceptions, or, as it is commonly referenced,
"spinning" the presentation of facts. One of
the most effective tools used by the media is
the close-up shot of the participants.
In his article, Williamson provided some
insight into why these images are chosen:
"We are conditioned through film and televi
sion to equate the close-up with the sincerity

Attorney Johnnie Cochran
cans were experiencing in south central Los
Angeles, and so we corrected the dysfunc
tional message sent by the initial acquittal on
State charges, and convicted the white offic
ers in federal court. We pursued 'true' re
demption."
In trial-by-media, the audience perceives
justice to reflect what "should" happen in
society. Society doesn't like to be reminded
that the law doesn't and shouldn't change as
rapidly as popular opinion.
The most clear evidence of how Ameri
cans have allowed media, in particular televi
sion , to influence perceptions, is the success
of sensationalized, made-for-television mov
ies about the participants in popular trials. A
television movie about Simpson has come

Judge Lance Ito
with justice.
Most of society will never be legal experts.
B ut, neither are most people in the media, To
allow the media to interpret the events of
popular trials for the audience and persuade
that audience to feel one way or the other
toward participants before the trial has even
begun is a travesty of justice, according to
experts.
Media inhibits the legal system by deem
ing it "not dramatic enough." It then insults
the intelligence of the American people by
providing the "missing meaning and dra
matic tension." This trend is bound to con
tinue, as long as the drama continues to sell.
If the Simpson trial is an indication, the end is
nowhere in sight.
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continued, from page F
contaminated them. This was a
beautiful song, an emotional ballad
that did not need a video with an
abstract storyline.
I don't know why but the song
instantly loses its significance to
me. I will never listen to it with the
same feelings, and the meaning I
had given it is forever erased. The
band is not my secret anymore. I
feel like I have been cheated.
Damn you, MTV! You serve
only to exploit and ruin the very
music which allowed you to exist.
Curse you, MTV!
10:20 p.m. Guns'n'Roses serve as
a reminder of MTV's past. It'sbeen
a while since I've seen any leather
or long hair. Pale-skinned rockers
take drags from cigarettes and are
surrounded by bimbos.
Bruce Springsteen joins the
crowd of hip rockers that sport goat
ees. The Boss is a perfect example
of MTV's intolerance of hipness.
I watch MTV late into the night.
The more I watch, the more the
commercials take their effect on
me. I understand the idiocity. Danc
ing Lifesavers and chocolate-eat
ing gorillas force me to question not
only my intelligence, but that of
everyone on my side of the screen.
Our intelligence. Porno for Pyros
sing, "We'll make great pets." I
wonder who is holding the leash.
My only break from the screen is
a trip to Nico's Taco Shop. I fig
ured I'd pollute my body since MTV
has done its job on my mind.
10:52 p.m. Boyz II Men are my

friends.
11:04 p.m. Uh, huh, huh. The
anthem to Beavis and Butt-head
starts along with the MTV's comi
cal disclaimer. Uh, huh, huh. MTV
and I laugh together.
11:31p.m. Thirty minutes into the
program and I wonder why Beavis
and Butt-head aren't as funny to me
as they used to be. Maybe I'm just
getting old because the same wellknown laugh I used to imitate now
is painfully annoying. The teenage
pranksters have lost their novelty,
and their immaturity is insulting.
Still, strangely enough, I am glad
they are here to piss me off. For
each crude remark that I find taste
less, another part of me I chuckles
with them. I get the feeling that
underneath their savagery Beavis
and Butt-head are really kind and
compassionate adolescents secure
in their sexuality and open to different ideological perspectives.
Thanks, MTV.
1:15 a.m. Alternative Nation seems
to be the only place where I can get
music with out all the hasles of my
regular deodorant. Pushed into the
corner of MTV's late-night pro
gramming, Alternative Nation is a
show where less popular bands and
different types of music can be seen
and heard. The airwaves are free to
be charged and taken back by art
ists, their creativity and fresh sounds.
Hello... is there anybody out there?
10:05 a.m. After staying up well
past 2 a.m. in the morning, I wake
up and roll over to kiss my MTV. I
apologized for my behavior the night
before and ask if we can still be
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friends. I love MTV.
Twenty minutes into another set
of familiar videos, and I feel the
Nico's burrito from the previous
night. It bums my stomach as the
images bum my eyes.
Even with the volume turned
completely down, the images com
mand my roommate's attention as
he tries to study for an upcoming
quiz. He stares hypnotically at MTV
and I stare at him. I hear Darth
Vader's voice inside my head: "If
you only knew the power of the
Dark Side."
3:15 p.m. I reach out with the
remote control and watch MTV suck
itself into a tiny hole in the center of
my screen. I pause momentarily to
catch my breath, enjoying the si
lence. The whole experience has
made me feel filthy, like I haven't
showered in weeks. I wanted to be
clean and quit MTV forever. I
promised myself it was the last
time.
I sat on the couch and contem
plated the reasons why I stayed up
to watch and why I even bothered to
find meaning in something that has
none. I didn't know what I ex
pected to gain out of this whole
experience and I wondered if I was
the one that was sick, not MTV.
Was I the one who needed to be
saved?
I kept waiting for MTV to tell off
the corporations. Just like the en
slaved teenager whocursed hisover
bearing father in a Twisted Sister
video when he liberatingly declared,
"I wanna rock!" and then barged
out the door. But it never happened
and I felt betrayed.
But on MTV, the music had be
come secondary, leaving the artists
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unheard even though they scream at
us behind howling guitars and thun
derous basslines. Their messages
are lost and trivialized in a environ
ment where images are as meaning
less as the commercials besides
which they sit. The rebellious and
revolutionary spirit of music is
marketed, packaged, and repeated
over and over. In the end, it's re
duced to meaningless noise.
Despite all the warnings from
my friends and the professors, I
became an addict. You see, MTV is
a product of mass culture and it is
rare in a mass-cultural society to
find elements that challenge the sta
tus quo.
For me, MTV was a rare bright
light in the dark alley of today's
mass-media choices. The promise
of liberation was too strong and I
fell victim to glimmer, only to be
come enslaved and part of the very
culture I didactically criticize.
I lay on the couch, my head spin
ning with random thoughts and my
stomach bumbling from lack of
food.
And while I had once again over
dosed on the channel that I con
cluded was "bad stuff," I knew it
would only be a few hours before I
broke down again, turning it on
with illusions of being of gratified
and inebriated and trying to make
another attempt to understand it.
9:35 p.m. I'm bored, so I reach for
the remote control, turning on the
set with a different outlook. I'm
cautious of the images as they fall
like visual confetti on my head, but
they do not disturb me.
I know video killed the radio star.
But why did it have to kill the spirit
of Rock 'n' Roll?
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the media will skyrocket, she said.
Valdez commented on the diffi
culty a Chicano has in the movie
making business because of ethnic
background. A Chicano is forced to
work harder and has less chance of
media success compared to a
Caucasian, he said.
According to Valdez, "The true
wealth, the intelligence, the visions,
the mind and art and soul of Mexico
is what holds the world together."
The panel then discussed the con
version of a former military base
into a university. This university,
slated to open in August with 600
students, will provide students with
theater and film classes in both En
glish and Spanish.
Valdez expressed his apprecia
tion by explaining that the campus
will be both a place to translate and
to train for a movie making career.
"We must deal with technology,"
he said. "The coming together of
movies, TV, and theater is the fu
ture art."

•MONOPOLY
continued from page B
from the films. In the publishing
industry, 80 percent of the income
is derived from 20 percent of the
published works.
"The people who produce the
content are driven to owning and
controlling as many of the windows
of distribution as possible," said
Gordon Crawford,one of the United
States largest media investors, in
Vanity Fair. The more these people
own, the more control they have,
and the higher the profits are.
Concentration is great for those
"head honchos" for more reasons
than one. When a select few own
everything, no room is left for
smaller market competition.
Due to the mass production of
larger companies, expenses are cut.
Production is concurrently more
expensive for smaller, independent
production companies. This cre
ates more risk for those companies
and limits the important voice of
new artists who don't necessarily
reflect mainstream thought.
"The media conglomerates set
the tone and styles, which are guided
by profit," Sullivan said.
Success is almost guaranteed for
larger media companies because
they have so much control over
what the public considers good or
acceptable. They can literally
squeeze out the small-fry competi
tion.

• SEARCH
continued from page B
that will gather information about
all types of people, their jobs and
their cultures.
"Can we still have our stories
told?" Mahy asked. The answer
coming from the panelists is that it
is not impossible. The new stories
will come from the planet and from
its people. Inevitably, each indi
vidual has his or her own story to
tell.
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